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Duke Whenever He Deems It Im- Army of 25,000 Railroad
Intrepid
Explorer
Financial Statement Shows He Is Named Chairman of Well Distributed
Geographically and Wisely Selected.
Central
D'
In
the
Abruzzi
Command
Was
Machinists and Others
Republican
$1,050,147.72
perative To Do So, He
Delegates Expect 5,000 to 12,003 Majority for Men
of Attacking Fleet
Committee .. ... ;
Declares
There August 1.
Quits Work
Flowed Until 3 a. inland
They Nominated.--OratorIS THEIR SLOGAN
Many Remarkable. Ovations for Nominees, Especially PORTE APPEALS TO POWERS GOVERNOR JTR00UCE5 HIM
CAPITOL I5SPICK AND SPAN HERBEBT W. ClARK. SEG'ABY
for Curry, Clancy and Armijo.Santa Fe Cohorts
Two
Says There Is Still Time to President As Guest of Sedalia, Illinois Central and Harriman
Home This Evening to Take Needed Rest
Thorough House Cleaning In Solomon Luna, Treasurer;
'
Are
Each
Prevent the Evil Effects
from
Lines Are the Ones PrinciCounty
Before
Mo, Speaks to Many
Progress

!'!

y

.

To-Da- y

Convention-

Selected-

-

of Conflict.

-

Las Vegas, N.M., Sept. 30. The
pent up floods of oratory broke yesterday afternoon and last evening,
and the convention- was deluged with
flowery nominating
speeches ' that
kept' the tired delegates in session un
til 3 o'clock this morning.
After working seventy hours con
tinuously at caucus, committee and
convention, very little attention was
paid to these oratorical efforts but
calls of "time" in attention and witty
side remarks lailed to stop the flow

Las Vegas, September 30. The new
territorial central committee met this
morning for organization Thomas B.
Catron was made temporary chairman
and Jose D. Sena, temporary secretary. L. O. Fullen nominated for permanent chairman Solomon Luna who
declined the honor.
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo of El
Rlto, was then unanimously chosen
as permanent chairman. Herbert w.
Clark was elected permanent secretary, and Solomon Luna, treasurer.
Colonel Jaramillo made a ringing
speech of acceptance and declared
that be would carry on the campaign
along progressive lines. He said that
the Republican party was born in the
cradle of progressiveness such as is
exemplified in the platform adopted
by the Republican state convention.
The committee madte arrangements
to carry on an energetic and syste
matic campaign with headquarters at
Santa Fe.
The committee consists' of the fol

Workmen were kept busy all
.loaning nn the corridors and offi
ces of the capitol not only lor the
from
'coming home" of the officialstor the
Las Vegas ttfts evening hut
contenopening of the Democratic
of
Representatives
Hall
tion in the
Tuesday, October 3.
The capitol is not only beautifully
decorated with varicolored pennants
and bunting but is presenting a spick
and span appearance following a
house cleaning.
First Official Back.
finvernnr M. A. Otero, the
territorial treasurer, was the first of
the officials to return home.... He ar
rived last night from Las vegas.
Clark Sends Message.
"I was beat to a frazzle was the suc
cinct and humorous telephone messcapiage sent to several friends in the Intol by Superintendent of Public
Clark who was defeatstruction J.-ed for the nomination for his present
office by A. B. Stroup ol Aiouqueruue.
Civil Service Exams.
Th civil Service will hold an ex
for
amination November 6 and
several vacancies to be filled for the
nnat nf Tnsnector of Safety Appliances
and Tour for the post of Inspector of
Applicants should
Hours of Service.
ask Secretary Parsons of the local
board for papers.
Financial Statement.
Traveling Auditor Joerns has made
a financial statement of the offices of
the county treasurers showing Berna
lillo county in the lead, as usual,
The first column shows receipt. for
for
July, the second disbursement
balance
i
third
the
Augusi
and
July,
f 48,136.90;
$35,603.45 ;,
Bernalillo,
morn-I-.- -

lowing members:

"

Bernalillo: Frank A. Hubbell, W. S.
E. A. Cahoon, L. O. Fullen,
.T. R.
Streicher. E. C.

Chaves:

rvifar
Crampton.

Curry:

A

Loomis.
Dona Ana
Lohman.

i

Eddy:
kirk.

M

J.

Metheny,

H.

p.

Roy

,

O. Bowman, Oscar

S. Groves,

Frank

1

"we arrived tms morning Bea
Preveza. and established
cruising statiori. At 3 o'clock the commandants were advised by wireless
that two Turkish torpedo boats had
successively left the harbor. We gave
chase and after an exchange of gun
fire one of the boats ran ashore, disabled and burning. The other regained Preve a. I have telegraphed fell- citations to the commanders on this
action."
,
Germany Ahead of Uncle Sam.
Turkey has asked the United States
to take charge of Turkey's subjects in
Italy but in the meantime Germany
appears to have assumed this obligay--tion.'
The Turkish government te strength
ening its military forces on .the Greek
The
MonteneCTin
frontiers.
and
Turkish parliament has been summoned to meet immediately.
Appeals to Powers.
Turkey has addressed another ap
peal to the powers, saying there is
still time to prevent the evil effects
'
of a conflict.
Italians Are Joyous.
In Italy the declaration of war
against Turkey has been received
with enthusiasm in all parts of the
country.
Cretans Are Aroused.
gram:

New- -

fore

W. D. Newcomb, Frank P.
Grant:
Booth.,
George Sena, C. PGuadalupe:
Henrv.
Lincoln: J. J. Aragon, Clement
'
104.610.19.
Hlghtower.
Luna: C. J. Kelly, W. H. Williams.
$34,402.25; $61,Chaves, 19,727-77- ;
Page, H. X
Gregory
McKinley:
172.63.
$41.: Cnddineton.
Colfax. $7,556.11; $30,238.96;
Mora:' .Tito Melendez, X D. Medina.
070.68.
Otero: W. T. Tipton, : Charles f.
$17,
$11,074.47;
Curry, $3,918.49;
Downes.
774..50.
Quay : R. C. Barnes, W. F. Buchanan.
$19,378-77- ;
Dona Ana, $16,934.56;
W. G. Sargent, Alex, RI6 Arriba:
t57.976.87.
TlMLd.
finder
$31,$27,293.00;
Eddy. $5,877.21;
Roosevelt: W. E. Llndsey,,T. JMo'
313.56.
i llnarl.--16$,
Grant. $5,974.06;' $11,768.05;
E. A. MIera, Alejandro
Sandoval:
-

-

.

-

-

421.99.

Guadalupe,

$7,828.90;

$941.96;

Sandoval.
San Juan:

$25,

190.44.

Lincoln,

San Miguel:

856.69.

Luna,

$395.63;

McKinley,

Mora, $4,577.86;
86.

V-

-

$7,918.82;
$8,761.23;

Otero, $2,882.18;

$17,382.70;

Quay, $3,120.10;

$8,296.37;

Secun-din-

o

Santa Fe: Thomas B. Catron, Celso
Lopez.

'

Keil.
Jose
Socorro:
Stackhouse, Jr.
Taos: Malaqulas
C. Pacheco.

$21,510.

$36,421,-70- .

Torrance:
Souders.
Union:

.

Rio Arriba, $1,588.65; $5,598.45;

E.

Martinez,

Antonio

Federlco Chaves, H.

O. T. Toombs,

N. F.

G.

Galle-go-

s.

Solomon Luna, Carlos
Valencia:
Baca.
197.09.
2
::"
Committee of Eight.
$4,166.26;
Sandoval, $531.95;
53.
An executive committee of eight
San Juan, $4,688.32; $6,252.08; $14,-- , will be chosen, one(member from each
J,
195.81. Judicial district, the selection to be
-Santa Fe, $1,953.28; $22,311.35; $26.- - made by each judicial district convention. The wish waa expressed that
319.70.
COL. VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
$17,222.92;
each member of the executive com New Chairman of the Republican Central Committee Who Will Direct the
San Miguel, $5,675.25;
tne
at
mittee make his headquarters
Impending Campaign For the Republicans.
$58,417.41.
.
Fe during
Sierra, $1,769.64; $7,416.21; $23,546,-06- state headquarters In Santa
the campaign.
Committee Meets.
ron, the following plank was added to lntense satisfaction to the convention
Socorro, $4,667.90; $9,738.01;
and to the audience.
The executive commitee will meet the Republican platform.
:
27.199.- The Plank.
Then came the surprise of the evSanta Fe for organization.
at
Taos, $3,577.31; $4,677.51
Tuesday
V"""
"
83.
"That we the Republicans of the ening. Up to the evening hour it had
far four of the eight memDers
Thus
Torrance, $2,487.07; $8,82t.65; $10,- - have "been named. They are Charles state of New Mexico in convention been conceded that James E. Clerk
' '
"
782.20.
Z
,
Springer, H. B. nolt, Edward A. Mann, assembled do hereby declare in favor would be nominated for superintend-en-t
$11,895.12;
$3,638.40;
of puDlic instruction. Edward A.
Union,
of the liberal pension to the survivors
and Nathan Jaffa.
'
'
of the war of 1861 to 1865, and we fa- Mann for the Bernalillo county delePraise for Sena.
Valencia, $4,041.96; "$6,921.81;
vor the passage of the Sherwood bill gation which stands first on the alphaOil every side words, of commenda
which is now' pending before con- betical list, and was therefore called
re
the
D.
Colonel
Sena,
Jose
tion for
$368,564.59;
Totals, $141,501.98;
when it is amended according on first for nominations, nominated
gress
tiring; secretary of the Republican to the recommendation of the nation- Andrew B. Stroup for the
'
$1,050,147.72.
place, but
central committee, were heard here
al encampment of the Grand Army of it was stated later that Bernalillo
an
been
has
Sena
untiring
Mr.
today.
STRIKE 13 IN FULL
the Republic while in session in Roch- county had no hope even at that mo8W1N6 IN TEXAS worker: ils enthusiasm has been ester, N. Y, August, 1911, and, we ment of landing Its favorite candito
the
equalled only by his devotion
was
re hereby instruct our representatives in date. As county after county
Between 2,000 and 2,500 Men Answer Republican party. Colonel Sena
to support the bill when 4t is called, the astonishment , grew that
congress
virtir
of
his
the
tired
party
with,
good
d the Call According to Union
there were no nominations of an opwhich knows the value ot his services so amended."
Officials.
posing candidate. When Santa Fe
for
thanked
Mr.
Stewart
Mr.
Catron
, (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican f ana appreciates' his unflagging devo
county was reached everyone was
Houston, Texas, Sept 30. Between tion .to his duty while he held this calling atention to the admission and certain
that J. E. Clark would be nomsaid: "I for one helped to place them
2.000 and 2,500 Harrimah line shop very responsible position;
in that condition and believe it the inated by the Santa Fe delegation,
men In Texas answered the strike call
Fe passed on p and Mr.
duty of the nation to help the old but Santa
today, according to union officials.
MAY 8AVE MEN ENTOMBED
was
nominated by Acclamation!
Stroup
even
strike
in their declining days,
The line involved In the
IN ALASKA MINE. soldiers
'
In this state are the Southern Pacific
though I fought on die other side." ,
He accepted the nomination with
the Houston and Texas Central, 'the
iThen the matter of the rest ofthe
Galveston. Harrisburg and San An Wireless Message Plashes the News nominations of the state state ticfiet an address that was one of the few
to Seattle Saying Hsat Is
received
was declared in 'order. It was notice- of the evening that was
tonio, and the Texas ft New Orleans
Being Furnished Thsnv,
roads.
able, however, that the men whose amidst intense, silence and 1made a
O. P.
went fartherest in the selec- most favorable impression.
I Br SpceUI Lieaaad Vrtre to Naw Hcxlean) opinions
of
R.
Eaeterwood
nominated
x 36
Clayton
for
the
ticket
candidates
.
wireless tions of the orators! Anu those who P. Ervien for commissioner ot public
38
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 30-NOTICE... .
were
not
S
message from Fairbanks, Alaska, re- at the most simply said, "Colfax or lands, and it was apparent that Mr.
All persons having rooms for
36
the outlook last flight for
Ervien is a general favorite, for. the
S rent during tie,.- - Democratic 3838 ports that
the fourteen 'men entombed in Socorro or Valencia, seconds the nom- acclamation . of his nomination was
saving
should
next
week
convention
or
man."
that
of
this
$
ination
with more than the customary
Immediately get In touch with 36 the Shakespeare placer gold mine of
A. C. Probert of Taos took the plat- given
Dome Creek, had greatly Improved.
'
the Information committee, 3.
gusto.
nominated
fine
oration
a
he
in
W. Mayes, chairman," and have St The men suffered severely from form and
And
if
anything, he added to ' his
;
same listed. It is especially X cold hut a steam pipe used In thawing Malaqulas Martinezwerefor lieutenant popularity by limiting his speech of
There
flowery
many
governor..
JS
a special list
the frosen ground In the wibferranean
S desired to haveused
acceptance to Just fourteen words.
'
only If It St chamber has been plugged and is now seconds and Mr. Martinez was nominof rooms to be
' men.
acclamation.
Mark B. Thompson of Las Cruoes
ated
by
Jt;
heat
necessary.
to
the
The
absolutely
found
furnishing
Is
Jt
t M.? L. Stern, B. A. Cahoon, J. H. In an oratorical 'effort that was one ot
35
to
made
know
every
drill
a
is
is
that
call
prisoners
rapidly
St This
'
a commit-te- the few studied speeches of the even
Jt patriotic citizen so that no one Jt cutting a hole to their dungeon. Canning, wereMr.appointed
MarUnes to the ros-- ing nominated Frank W. Parker for
to escort
St
Fe
food
and drink wflj be passThrough it
St need go away from Santa
made a splendid "oration i the supreme bench- - - George
Sena
St without having had the proper St ed and the mine ventilated so the trim and he
David J. Leahy, npafc I n
St men can be kept alive until the shaft of acceptance.
anenanmodatlons.
IS opened.
mated Secundino Romero for secre-- '
(Continued From Page Four.,)
Roosevelt,

$4,506.15;

$6,803.38;

$19.
$24,-16-
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(By Sppolal leased Wire to New Mexican
Sedali!
Mo., Sept. 30. President
Taft was the guest of this city today.
Entering the auditorium at the fair
grounds, Mr. Taft faced an audience

estimated at several thousand

per-

sons. Governor Hadley received an
ovation when he rose to introduce the

President.
Mr. Taft spoke along the same lines
he laid out when addressing the farmers at 'other state fairs he has visited
That Veto Power.
The President was vigorously ap
plauded, when he announced that he
the
would not be frightened from
use of the veto when he deemed it
imperative no matter if it was termed
a "royal perogatlve."
STRIKE WILL NOT
IMPAIR SERVICE.
Officials, but
ports Would Indicate
Otherwise,

So Declare Railroad

Re,

(Bv Spwtal Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 30.
While definite figures are not forthcoming as yet from either side, the
strike order for the shop employes ot
the Harriman system which became
effective at 10 o'clock
morning,
appears to have been generally obey'
ed. A few of the old employes at the
various shops remained at work, but
the great majority of the men quietly
packed their tools when whistles announced 10 o'clock, and walked out ot
the yards.
There was no disturbance at any
point and the striking men did not

tis

linger about the yards.

Will Not Impair Service.
Railroad officials reiterate their prediction that service will not be Impaired on any lines.
Union officials have little to say beyond the statement that the men have
held together and generally obeyeu
":'
the strike order.
All of the California shops

here

including Los Angeles, Oakland, Sacramento, and .Fresno,, were promptly
abandoned.
At Oakland the switch
men went out in sympathy and the're
was a good deal of cheering as the
men filed out ot the high stockade recently built around the shops.
The shops at Portland, Oregon, ara
not open on Saturday and the strike
A mass
order was without, effect.
be
meeting of shop employes will
held later in the day to consider what
action shell be taken on Monday Wuen
the shops
'
At the Southern Pacif-- c offices in
work of checking up the
this city-th- e
Chiasso, Switzerland, Sept. 30. The employes at all points was taken up
Cretans notified their representatives at once.
in Italy today that they did not intend
The company expected to announce
to permit the opporunity afforded by late today just how many men re
obthe Tripoli affair to pass without
mained at work.
annexation
taining their
to Greece.
NOW THE CONDUCTORS AND
Another Version.
BRAKEMEN GIVE TROUBLE,
ConstantinoThe official version at
a
ple of the naval engagement off
They Demand Revision of Contracts
differs from the earliest report
and Harriman Lines Face
in that it makes no mention of the
New Problem.
sinklanding of troops following the
ing of a Turkish torpedo boat destroy- (By Special Leased Wire 'a New Mexican)
Texas, Sept. 30. New
Houston,
er by an Italian cruiser.
The immediate importance of the trouble on the Harriman lines in Texengagement is thus left in doubt as loomed up 'at noon here today In
though it Is notable as being the first the action of conductors and brake-meIt was announced that these
blow struck by Italy, in a war that
has already caused much uneasiness employes had decided to give notice
demanding the revision of contracts.
in the capitals of the powers.
The fact that the battle occurred This involves all the Harriman lines
.

Carl

Torres,

pally Affected.

-

.

n

Sierra: Max L. Kahler, William P.

$12,-- "

224.26.
;

S. Clark,

Romero.

$16,560.88;

799.37;

John

Q

ft

Gauff.

$64,

$7,698.54;

$4,072.35;

I

A.

Frank Staplin, W.

n
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Thousands-

(By Special Leased Wire te New Mexican)
Rome, Sept. 30. The first blow in
the Turko-ltaliawar has been struck
by Italy within 24 hours after the declaration of hostilities.
Italian warships under the command
of the Duke of the Abruzzi, the intrepid explorer, have bombarded the
TurkiBh seaport of Preveza, on the
Gulf of Arta, destroying the government houses there and disabling a
Turkish torpedo boat. The population of Preveza is 11,000, mostly
of words.
ed by acclamation. : i
While this did no change a single
Solomon Luna was the first to Greeks.
There had been no hostilities at Trivote nor nominate a single candidate break the precedent in making nominup to 9 o'clock this morning but
poli
the oratqrs seemed to feel better ations. He made no flowery oration,
after they had relieved them selv.es but the candidate he placed in nomin- Italians are reported to have landed
of their message.
ation for state treasurer, Sylvestre west of Tripoli. cruiser is
A large Italian
reported
And what a host of orators there Mirabal, was chosen by acclamation
to have gone ashore in Tripoli harare in the Repub.-ca- n
party. If elo- in record breaking time.
bor.
It took just two and a half minutes
quence alone can win a campaign, the
Attacked Torpedo Boats.
ticket is elected from top to bottom from the time he was nominated unSept. 30. The offConstantinople,
votes.
to
on
of
til he appeared
the platform
at least 30,000
by a .majority
icial version of the engagement off
- DemoBut unfortunately on the
accept the honor.
Preveza says that an Italian cruiser
cratic side there s said to be just
Took Recess.
accompanied by torpedo boats attwice as many "speel binders."
The convention then took a recess tacked two Turkish torpedo boat de'
The oratory began Immediately for supper and reassembled ' at. 9 stroyers as the latter were cleaving
." Preveza.
when the convention was called to o'clock.
V
order , yesterdays afternoon at four
One of the Turkish vessels found
Judge Edward A, Mann placed in
o'clock. An old veteran of Berna- - nomination for attorney
general, refuge in Preveza harbor while the
lillo county named Stewart called at-- Frank W, Clancy. . The ovation given other was struck by several shells
tention to a Vital omission in the plat-- 1 Mr. Clancy was second only to that and ran ashore. The crew was saved.
form of the party and the convention which had been accorded Holm O.
The Duke's Account.
after listening to his spirited remarks Bursum and Secundino Romero. He
Rome, Sept. 30. Vice Admiral, the
about the old solaiers which were was nominated by acclamation and it Duke of Abruzzi, has sent to the min
warmly endorsed by Thomas B. Cat. was noticeable that his selection gave istry of Marine the following tele
-

;

uiur-oug-

tary of state and Mr. Romero in an
impassioned speech declined the hon
or, but the convention would not have
it thus, and amidst a storm of applause, Mr. Romero was nominated
with not a dissenting voice and he was
compelled to accept the nomination in
an address, in which he pledged not
only loyalty but the utmost of his ser;
vices to the party.
Alexander Read nominated W. G.
Sargent for state auditor and there
being no opposition he was nominat-

e

long-desire- d

Trouble Begins Tonight
The first handicap to traffic is expected tonight when the engines are
brought to the ash pits. The men say
there will be no one to handle them
and the engines will not be ready for
use tomorrow.
One hundred and fifty locomotives
in the course of repairs are in the
shops and more than 500 partly repaired .cars are in the yards.

yesterday afternoon makes plain that
Italy had anticipated that the Turkish
reply would not be satisfactory and
had arranged that there should be no
delay In beginning hostilities after the
expiration at 2:30 o'clock yesterday
hours
afternoon of the twenty-fou- r
permitted by the ultimatum.
Prevesa, the scene of the first encounter between the Italians and
Turks, is situated at the entrance ot
the Gulf of Arta, which lies at the extreme south end oi Albania and which
divides that Turkish province from
Greece. It is removed from the regular line of transit for steamers from
Venice and Trieste through the Adri-

except the Houston and Texas Central
and the Houston East and West

atic.

tober

-

Italian "Courtesy."
Rome, Sept. 30. The Messagero announced that, the government acting
under the provisions of International
hours to
Law, allowed twenty-fou- r
elapse between the summons to surrender and the bombardment of Tri
period ex
poli. ; The
pired at 6 o'clock this evening.
the Territory!"
Constantinople, Sept. 30 The newspapers announce 'onight that the min
ister of war, Mahmout Schefket PaBha
has telegraphed to the Turkish commandant at. Tripol' to defend that ter
ritory with the utmost energy and to
appeal to the religion of the people.
It is probable that the Italian declaration of war and the attack on the
Turkish torpedo boat destroyers at
Preve a has decided the Turkish gov- -

Texas.

,''..;,

'''.-,.-
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;

,

Twenty-eight-

(By Special Leased Wre to New Vexlcan)
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 30. Geo.
Hancock, matchmaker for the Pacific
Athletic Club, announced today that
a twenty round battle between Sam
had been
Langford and
arranged for the Vernon Arena, Oo
Joe-Jeane-

so

.
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38
38
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Oakland

.

'

In

Stockton.

Stockton, Calif., Sept. 30. But one
In the
employee ot the twenty-nin- e
Southern Pacific yards here walked

Injunction Issued.

-

New Orleans, La.
Sept. 30. Strlk-ln- g
employes of the Illinois Central
and Yazoo and Mississippi
Valley

railroads were today permanently enjoined by order ot the United States
circuit court from interfering tak any
manner with the railroads.
i The injunction is sweeping and applies to "any person" within the Jurisdiction of the court
,
At Cheyenne.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept 30. This
morning promptly at 10 o'clock three
hundred men In the union Pacific
hops here laid down their tools and
walked out according to strike orders
issued from Union headquarters yes- terday. Among those who walked out
n
were some
workmen, who
declare they will stay , by the union
men In their demands. After walking
out, a mass meeting was held in
Eagles' hall and many speeches were
made. The sentiment expressed is in'
favor of staying by the action until
the questions have been settled land ',
A
the strike declared off.
,
The speakers cautioned the men to
maintain a peaceful and orderly ; demeanor. Samuel Gompers, president
of the American Federation of La boo
passed through Cheyenne this man
lng on his way from the coast to Den-- "
non-unio-

,

,'

38

38

(Continued on Page Fire.)

S

League was held in the city SC
hall at Las Vegas last night S
and was attended by two nun- - X
dred people.
A platform of X

eight brief paragraphs was
adopted and several signers
were obtained to the pledge.
The platform is
and declares for cledn politics,
for the initiative and referen- dum and some advanced politic- al ideas such as direct primary
and preference vote for presl- dent A state convention la
called to meet at Santa Fe,

In

30. The
Oakland, Calif., Sept
switchmen here have gone out in sympathy with the shopmen, who struck
today, and a mass meeting has been
called to be held immediately.
In Arizona.
Tucson, Arte., Sept. 30. One hundred and fifty of the 175 men employed in the Southern Pacific shops here
struck today. Twelve Chinese helpers and a few carpenters remained at
work.

out this morning, all others refusing

Match Is Arranged to Take Place at
ML Vernon Arena October

twenty-four-ho-

ot-1-

to recognize the general order..

""

PROGRESSIVES MEET TO
EXPOUND "IDEAS."
Las Vegas, Sept. 30. The
meeting called by the

Stroke

There was no signal given when
the hour arrived. As soon as the
clocks showed 10 o'clock the employes
began to walk out, groups of twenty
and thirty men Quitting together as
they finished their individual tasks.
There was no demonstration.
The village of Burnside, 15 miles
south of here, is populated almost entirely by railway shopmen. Nearly all
the men who walked out went right to
,
their homes..
There were no strikebreakers at
hand and although the company is
reported to have a force of recruits
in Chicago, ;the men thought they
would not be taken to the works until
tomorrow.
There was delay in the delivery ot
the order to the machinists, and the
men in the machine shops had received no notification to strike at 10
o'clock. They quit work with the
others, however, but remained within
the stockade.
A telegraph messenger bearing the
order was stopped at the gate by the
railroad police, who prevented the de- livery of the message. An open air
meeting will be held later in the day.
In Los Angeles.
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 30. One
hundred employes of the Santa Fe
roundhouse walked out, refusing to
do work transfered from the South
ern Pacific shops because it was "unfair." .

SAM LANGFORD WILL
BOX JOE JEANETTE.

28.

vice president

Julius Kruttschnitt

of the Harriman lines, who will represent the Harriman lines In all negotiations looking to end the strike,
returned here today from New York.
He said he had heard nothing from
railroad officials in the south and
west and he declined to make a statement.

'

,rt
,1?

1,400.

Pre-vis-

,

,

(Bv Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, III., Sept. 30. The great
strike of railway shopmen and machinists on the Illinois Central and the
Harriman lines became effective at
10 o'clock this morning.
It Is estimated that 35,000 men quit
work. Following is an incomplete summary of the situation:
East St. Louis, 500 men out; Denver 300; Omaha 1200; Ogden 400;
Macomb, Miss., 1000; Council Bluffs
100; Chicago 4,000; Houston. Texas,
1,200; New Orleans 1,500; Memphis
1300; Vieksburg
200; San Antonio,
Texas, 500; Kansas City, Mo., 300;
Centralis, 111., 300; Fresno, Calif., 74;
Sacramento, Calif., 1.S00; San Francisco, 400; Oakland, 400; Los Angeles,

(Continued on Page

Fit)
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OR
using all the means in his power to
STOMACH DISTRESS. find her parents for her. The little
1 1 UnLU
one strayed away last evening from
Stomach her new home on South High street
Settles Your
and had reached the corner of First
and Ends All Digestion in Five
Minutes.
and Copper, where she was found I COULDN'T STAND
crying as if her little heart would
There would not be a case of indi- break.: Albuquerque Journal.
We
Guarantee
here if readers who are subgestion
Follows Santa Fe's Example.
Everything
Began by Little Pimples. Scratched
ject to stomach troubles knew the tre"A few more steps in the direction
Until Blood Came. Kept Getting
and digestive of equipping Albuquerque with a first
mendous
Good to Eat and
Could Not Sleep Nights.
Worse.
This
Everything
contained
in
virtue
Diapepsin.
class fire department and an adeharmless preparation will digest a quate fire alarm system were taken
Used Cuticra Soap and Ointment
Drink
Brand heavy meal without the slightest fuss by the city council at a special sesUnder
and the First Day They Relieved
or discomfort, and relieve the sourest sion held Thursday
night, when the
Itching, ln3WeeksEczemaCured.
acid stomach in five minutes, besides mayor and city clerk were authorized
Under
to be
overcoming all foul, nauseous odors to enter into a contract with the
"I suffered with eczema on my neck for
fvoni the breath.
Gamewell Fire alarm people to install about
six months, beginning by little pimto
show
Ask
more
you
boxes
in
fire
alarm
your pharmacist
the ples breaking out. I kept scratching till the
eighteen
Solitaire Brand
Represented
blood
came.
It kept getting worse, I couldn't
on
each
the formula, plainly printed
This will give a system for a
city.
sleep nights any more. It
of
case
then
of
50,000
city
Diapepsin,
'ft
Pape's
approximately
people
k
kept Itching for about &
you will readily understand why this and will last Albuquerque for several
month, then I went to a
doctor and got some
re
and
cures
to
Jourcome."
indigestion
years
promptly
Albuquerque
liquid to take. It seemed
moves such symptoms as Heartburn nal.
as if I was going to get
lead
a
of
a feeling like
in thej Praises New Mexico,s ConstitlJtion.
better. The itching
lump
three
stopped for about
stomach, belching of gas and Eructabut when it started
the
days,
Says
Albuquerque journal:
was even worse
again,
tions of undigested food, water brash,
i
BjBhnn William
o.iavio
than before. The eczema
and dressing a large audience in the Lead
Kauseau; Headache, Billiousness
itched so badly I couldn't
stand it any more. I
bebad
many other
symptoms; and,
Avenue Methodist churcn Thursday
went to a doctor and tin
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
sides, you will not need laxatives to nieht exnreRS(ld hImS(,if snare,v n gave me some medicine, am awn t do any
We
have
been
good.
having Cuticura RemWE
GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. keep your stomach, liver and intes- opposition to the intitative and refer- - edies
in the house, so I decided to try them.
had
so I got me
I
been
Cuticura
unes ciean ana irebii.
using
e
con a box of Cuticura Ointment,Soap,
endum; in favor of the
and washed off
If your stomach is sour and full of venti(jn for thfi
nt ortM. the affected part with Cuticura Soap three
a day, and then put the Cuticura
gas, or your food doesn't digest, and dats for office.
he Qec,ara that times
Ointment on. The first
I put it on, it
your meals don't seemto fit, why not Woman suffrage would not hasten pro relieved me of itching sodayI could
sleep all
that night. It took about a week, then I
.aDC nun. ,vu. u. u6 - mwtlon ; and that
the constitution could see the scab come off. I kept the
treatment up for three weeks, and my eczema
glat and make life worth living?
tne field open for a
re
was cured.
solute relief from Stomach misery and on prohibition; and that
more
nothing
"My brother got his face burned with gunperfect digestion of anything you eat shouUI De aegired by the prohlMtlon. powder,
and he used Cuticura Soap and OintWe carry the best of Imported Goods.
ment. The people all thought he would have
rs sure iu xuiiuw uve iiiiimies tiner, Igtg,
but
scars,
you can't see that he ever had his
an4 Viiic'irlocj nna Kn.nAni- no era 1a cnffi- Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
face burned. It was simply awful to look at
to cure a whole famiiv at such . Inferentially, at least, the bishop before the Cuticura Remedies Soap and Ointdent
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
ment cured it." (Signed) Miss Elizabeth
(declared
against the "blue ballot
Ma
Geiirkl, Forrest City, Ark., Oct. IS, 1910.
.
.
.
,'
,
amendment, when he said 'what
Although Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
Ointment are sold by druggists and dealers
not
Delicious Cream
on Thursday and
f constitution, tin everywhere, a liberal sample of each, with
preparation like Pape's Diapepsin,
c"n
booklet on the skin and hair, will
T
which will always, at daytime or
tinkerf
on application to Potter
ho h,a"Pens
to tin- - be sent,
during night, relieve your stomach
Drug & Chem. Corp., Dept. 17B. Boston.
misery and digest your meals, is about
Phone, 191 Black.
Students are Busy.
as handy and valuable a thing as you
Student activities in the University
could have in the house.
ct ew Mexico are in full swing. Says ish. Resary and Benediction at 6:30
the Albuquerque Morning Journal: "In p. m. Devotions.
THE WILD BEES' INN.
Lady of Guadalupe.
tne ciass room and the assembly
By Madison Cawein.
mass 6 a. m. Second masi
First
room
the
students are hard at work,
Here's the tavern of the bees:
while cn the campus and in the gym, (Ugk) :3I a. at.
Here the butterflies, that swing
Presbyterian.
other students are doing hard work.
(Velvet cloaked, and to the breeze
First Presbyterian church, B. Z.
in addition to the football activities
Whisper soft conspiracies,
minister.
the care of Coach Hutchinson,
Sunday school,
Pledge their lord, the Faery King;
who is getting the football eleven in 9:45. Allen McCord, superintendent.
Here the hotspur hornets bring
shape in jig time, and causing even Morning worship, 11 o'clock. "Theme,
Fiery word, and drink away
the old heads of the school o realize "Some Good Things About This
Heat and hurry of the day.
how little they really know about the Church." Christian Endeavor,
6.45.
game, the girls have decided to organ- Subject, "Peter, a
Here the merchant bee, his gold
Saint,"
ize a basketball team to
On his thigh, falls last asleep;
compete for Mrs. Phoebe E. McCollough, leader.
me cnampionship
of New Mexico. Evening preaching,
7:45.
And the mailed bettle bold,
Theme,
This will also likely he under the "Some Customs That Need Changing"
like an errant knight of old,
supervision of Mr. Hutchinson, who with a special message to the Dem-- :
Feeds and slumbers long and deep;
has had great experience in this game ocratic convention.
While the friar crickets keep
prayers
also, and was counted one of the fast- Wednesday evening at 7:45. EveryPhone Black
Phone Black Creaking low a drinking song.
est players in the east.
one is most cordinally invited to atLlge an Ave, all day long. For the first time in the history of tend any or all of these hours.
the university the "Mirage," the unf
Here the baron bumblebee
versity annual, will have a woman
$100 REWARD, $100.
Drowses, grumbling In his cup,
Miss Erna Fergusson,
While his followers, lean of knee,
The readers of this oaner will be
a popular student of the
and pleased to learn that there U at least
Dragonflies, sip swaggeringly.
'
a daughter of Hon. Harveyvarsity,
ten months. They have hundreds of And the grigs, his henchman, sup;
B. Fergus-soone dreaded disease that science has
Chickerlng Bros.
of
this city, was elected to that been able to cure in all its
satisfied customers in New Mexico Here the gnats come whining up
Bush and Lane.
stages, and
position yesterday at a meotinv of that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Thieves that tap the tiny tuns
and Arizona.
Cure
Co.
the student body.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone Of the honeyed musk that runs.
is the only positive cure now knewn
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be
Victor
CHINAMAN SERVES ON
terms will prove to prospective piano Here the jeweled wasp that goes
a constitutional disease, requires
ing
On his swift highwayman
JURY IN TEXAS. a constitutional treatment. Hall's
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
way,
h
San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 0. For
'
Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan
Co. will meet every customer Seeks a moment of repose,
Cure is taken internally, acting
the second time in the
Drains his cup of wine of rose,
Interior Playe? Pianos, and many more than half way in making
of
San
history
Antonio has an 'American born China directly upon the blood and muceus
other makes.
f
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat Sheathes his, dagger for the day;
surfaces of the system, thereby de- man
aone
This firm has purchaucti over six isfactory business transaction, not one And the moth In downy gray,
jury service. TJng Gow was
the foundation of the disease,
stroying
accepted by both parties in the suit and
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Like some Lady of the Gloom,
giving the patient strength by
at Dar ana will bring his Oriental wisSlips into a perfumed room.
building np the constitution and as
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN- N
dom to bear in
CO.
unraveling Occidental sisting nature in doine its work. The
legal
He
tangles.
When
takes
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established WOO
the darkness cometh on,
pride in his
American citizenship, and never falls proprietors have so much faith In its
Round the tavern, golden-green- .
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
to
exercise
his privilege of weilding curative powers that thay offer One
Fireflies flit with torches wan,
the ballot. He has resided in San Hundred Dollars for any case that it
Looking If the guests be gone,'
Antonio for many years and as he is fails to cure. Send far list of testiLingboys of the Faery Queen;
a property owner and a voter he is monials.
Lighting her who rides, unseen
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToTo her elfin sweet-pe- a
eugiuie ior jury service.
bower,
ledo, O.
Where she rests a scented hour.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Bamily PUIb for constipaCHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
tion.
NO DYSPEPSIA
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The Delicatessen Store

I

se i

old-tim-

MAKE HOME HAPPY WITH A GLOWING NEW HEATER. EN- '"fc uUrVlrURT OF SITTING AROUND A HANDSOME,
WARM STOVE.
,
OUR HEATERS WILL HOLD THE FIRE OVER NIGHT, SO THAT
YOU ONLY NEED TO MAKE A FEW TWISTS
AND
POUR IN
SOME COAL TO QUICKLY HAVE A HOT FIRE.
"FIRE OUT" YOUR OLD STOVE AND "FIRE UP" A NEW ONE.

uu-c-

-

Puffs

fe

wat

LOUIS NAPOLEON

WHOLESALE

Phone 14.

fb

'

Saturday

SEPTEMBER

i

'

Pennants for Decorations
We can furnish beautiful

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS

Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass

in State Colors for 65c.
i

Appropriate

Mid-wee- k

editor-in-chie-

n

Jesse-Frenc-

Ca-tan-

V

R.

& COAL YARD

Building Materials

Dawson Coal.

FRUIT BOXES
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
Get your order In. The price is right.

333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot

PHONE, RED 100.

.

MBUMB THE

)

STTE

Church of the Holy Faith.
..No services at the Church of the
Rain in Estancia Valley.
Holy Faith tomorrow, except Sunday
A telephone message from Estancia school at 9:45 a. m. '
said the valley was enjoying a good
Cathedral.
steady rain which appeared
to be First mass at 6:30 a. m. Second
mass at 9:31 Sermen in English.
general in that section.
Third mass at 10.30. Sermon in Span- Marriage
A

License

In Las Vegas.

marriage license has hwn
ed to Pedro Quintana and Mfss Laura
Jaramillo. Both are residents of Las
Vegas. Las Vegas Optic.

HOW

ONE

J

'

-

m

of Officer Hinds, who

;

was

book, "Home Treatnunl
lor Women," seni In plain wrapper on recuest.

Jmlnirlmm, .and

THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

.

CERRILL06

Wood
Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
sawed wood ana Kindim.
Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
'

85

Telephone 85

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 23

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD C A I C

Improved and nnimprored City Property, Orchards
Also a number of the finest Frnit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesoque at a Bargain.

1

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Plane

us, we will be clad to call tor
your laundry on Mondays and Tues-

days and delivr on Thursdays and
Fridays.'
All work is guaranteed: your socks
ar mended and buttons tewed en
yaur shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

UlV OiiLL aodtincles;

Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

PHONE REB 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

LIVERY STABLE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

irlUKUAIN LI VERY CO.
1

YOU CAN GET

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
U A, T. ft 8. F. Depot

For Best Laundry Work

Phone Red

:

WHEN

:

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.

Marriage Licenses.

keeping

at short notice.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Imperial Laundry
RETURNS

Three marriage licenses were ie.
sued from the office of rh nmWa
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
clerk yesterday at Albuquerque. Geo. Her Health and Strength Bach
j. uook ana miss Catherine Spohn
Again by The Use of Cardui.
Malachite, Garwere licensed to wed
Hilario Damian and Josef a Lara; Jose
corona ana Elena Garcia.
Tampa, Fla. In a letter from this
city, Mrs. E. C. Corum writes: "I was
Curio Company
all weakened and worn out with woDied in Duke City.
manly troubles. My husband brought
o man
George Vinton, ' ft VOlin
nrh
San Francisco Street.
"
"o umu nuu me some Cardui as a tonic, and, from
was brought to Albuquerque
by his the first day, it seemed to help.
I had almost lost my reason, but,
To se,ect your stones for
parents, Mr. ana Mrs. J. H. Vinton of
IC
NOW
THE
TIME
mounting
Richmond, Ind., some two weeks ago, thanks to Cardui, I did not. Soon, I
I IlC I liUC for Ho,Wy Presents. They are
11 U YV I
felt and
died there Thursday.
His body was think thelooked like Isa new woman. I
always acceptable.
wonderful.
I
prepared for burial arid shinn
,oir recommend remedy:
"x'i"v4 wava,
it to my friends, for I have
to the old home
yesterday afternoon. received great benefit from It."
Cardui acts specifically on the weak
Good Horses for th. Coi.i
ened womanly organs, strengthening
the
nnil nArvea. nnA fmftrilnc
A dispatch from Roswell
says "A themmusclpn
up to health.
team hitched to
it neips to refresh the worn-ou- t nerton of loose hay, ran a distance of vous
system and relieves the effects of
miles
eight
today and stopped when overwork, both mental and physical.
Successor to B. P. Williams
it
reached Roswell.
Don Rafael
Fifty years' successful use fully
I have purchased the entire atock of horses and
Sedlllo was the owner and he
equipment formerly
sat prove the merit of this purely vegeJ
Owned bv- B. P. William - nri will mnil.ii.
nn as m
..w w w no I j: perched on top of the load which table, tonic rcr.:edy for women.
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at allvpciaie
In err:-;- community, there live some
times of day or night W was too high to
permit him to
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
who have beon benefited by Cardui.
$ He could neither stop nor slow Jump.
endeavor
down
The beneficial effects of this time
v ... pivMipi mu Biucieni wrvice ana trust to merit
bis horses untir they reached
your patronage.
town." tested woman's remedy, soon show
' Tot StroTIs Awsy.
themselves in many different ways.
V "While the father was
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST,
Try it.
frantically
Phone
Red
hunting his little five year old daugh
Santa Fe, N. At
ter, little Sis Franklin was safe in the itootri Medicine Co., ChttnooB, Term., for 8pec,al

Native Turquoise Matrix,
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail

for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER

Novelties

Etc., furnished reasonable

f,

n

Learnard-Llndeman-

.

45

7 PIANOS

PIAN05

Phone,
Bl'k. 66I9

GORMLEY

d

LEO HERSCH

Phone 14

j

Is a Good Month to Start a New Lawn!

45

If Its Hardware We Have It,

post-fre- e,

RETAIL

&

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surrles, Saddle Horses.

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents. .
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c. v
Short Orders at All Hours.
,

PLL

Wkei in Need of Anvthfof
la the LIVERY LINE ,
.
Drivers ForsishetL

'Phone 9

.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
.

New York Chop Suey 60c.

CHAS. CLOSSON

--

Don Gas par Ave.

SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER

1911.

30,
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REST MADE EAST.

tiz, Hugh Williams, Harry Kelly, E.

lllftTinilG

There Will be Lest Sleeplessness
When Santa Fe People Learn
This.
Can't rest at night with a bad back.
A lame, a weak or an aching one.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad

backs.

Are for other kidney Ills.
They are endorsed by Santa Fe
people.
Locario Lopez. Agua Fiia St.. San
ta Fe, N. Mez.. Says: "I have had no
severe return attack of kidney trouble
since using Doan's Kidney Pills sev
eral years ago.. Now and then I have
suffered from backache, but at such
times Doan's Kidney Pills have given
prompt relief. For a long time I was
made miserable by attacks of kidney
complaint and my back was often so
lame and painful that I could scarcely
do anything. ' I did not sleep well
and no matter whether I was lying
down or standing up, the trouble was

nun imniiuiiu

Pre-cilian-

HOT BY SLATE
Many Were The Surprises
Developed at Conven
tion Yesterday
THAT

BLUE

H. Biernbaum.
B.
M.
Sutherland,
Manuel Montoya, W. C. Hawkins,
Ortiz, Margarito Romero, E.
P. Davies, J. Y. Aragon, Mateo Lujan
and Solomon Luna.
Then occurred an unpleasant inci
dent Elfego Baca nominated Frank
A. Hubbell as an additional vice president. It was explained to Mr. Baca
that the vice presidents had been
chosen from the people who were not
delegates to the convention and that
Mr. Hubbell being a delegate, had not
been named. Mr. Hubbell declined to
let his name go before the convention but Mr. Baca Insisted on his motion with the result that it was vot
ed down.
A committee consisting of Messrs,
Baca, J. S. Clark and Isidore Armijo
was appointed to escort Permanent
Chairman Charles A. Spiess to the
rostrum and as he took the gavel
there was loud cheering. Mr. Spiess
made an address that with its elo
quence and wit, pleased his auditors
declared .. that this was
mightily. . He
.
.iiu
greatest audience tnat had ever
assembled in the territory and state
of New Mexico. He added that there
were present not only the intelligence
but also the grace and beauty of the
womanhood of New Mexico. "I greet
you as sovereign citizens of a sover
eign state of the grandest nation on
the face of the earth, as a free peo
ple elevated to all the privileges of
statehood, as free citizens of the
Union who have a right to partici

FIGHT

BALLOT

Wolkiawik, a Polish Orator Sur
prises and Delight

Delegates.
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept 29. Seldom
in a political convention has there

for new compulsory legislation for
fireproof construction."

CHOKER DISCUSSES

J

GOVERNMENT

Is Suggested

COMMISSION

For Handling This

Cossly Conflagration
Problem.
(By Special Leased IVwe to New Mexican)
Chicago, Sept. 30. The prevention
of fires, rather than the question of
how best to put them out, and a propo-

SOFT DRINKS

TAX OFFICIALS OF MEXICO
WORRYING ABOUT "GRAFT."

FIRcJfVEIIIIOIJ
Flame Proof Buildings Should
Be So In Fact as
In Name

PAGE THREI

TSESr

Only Mexicans Will Be in the Consu

lar Service 3,500 Prisoners
at Belem.

esa ax va aaxt, lbs. sea, am tuv
tTcaaoinHz coo ecu, x x x
Genuine Aztec

(By Special Leased Wire to Ner Mexican)
Mexico City, Sept 30. Tax officials of Mexico are inclined to think
that the national treasury has been
defrauded of a considerable amount of
money, but Just now there appears
no means whatever of knowing, for
scores of litle fires have consumed the
evidence. Acting upon telegraphic instructions, government dispensers of
revenue stamps in all parts of the
republic destroyed to the last little
lithograph all their old stock, only to
discover that the order was a forgery.
It is the custom of the tax depart
ment to call in every two years what
remains of an old Issue, sending new
stamps in return lor those turned in.
In the present instance the reports of
the officials of their compliance with
the order was the first Intimation received at he capital of what had been
done. An investigation was hastily
made and developed the fact that a

Spring Mineral Water.

ilsfkkfsudtfna

feUTA fE BOTTUSi WC3S

Cksta safer

BJMY WO,
Proprietsf.

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

been, as great a desire to consult the
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
wishes of the people In the naming
of candidates for office as in the first
for
sal
establishment
govthe
by the
present The kidney secretion annoy- state .convention of New Mexico, to
ernment of a department to insure
ed me both day and night by their ir- make selections that will
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
measure
up
adequate protection against fire, were
regularity in passage and there was to the highest and most exacting re
delivered
an
of
address
the
subjects
a heavy sediment in . them. After
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION IN
of citizenship and the
this evening before the International
several remedies had failed to help quirements
maxim that public office is a public
THE SOUTHWEST
F.
by Edward
Municipal Congress
me, I used Doan's Kidney Pills and
trust, that should be administered by
was
twelve
who
for
Croker,
years
made
lived
claims
to
all
the
they
up
the most capable and most unselfish
chief of the Fire Department of New
for them.
I never hesitate to say a and patriotic
LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC
men.
York City.
Mr. Croker said in part: telegraphic
good word for Doan's Kidney Pills
circular, bearing what apwas
no
to
There
"The
of
waste
enormous
firse
the
unseemly hurry
Academic and Preparatory Courses form Separate Departments
when the opportunity occurs."
peared to be the proper official seal,
United States varies from $200,000,000 had been submitted to
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 make platform or to name candidates
the
Send for Prospectus
telegraphic
Boarding and Day Students.
In
to $400,000,000 annually, and the vastfact, a few of the more zealous
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called to the crime, in spite of himself
.
he will in thought go over the whole
111U LiVCI
I UU TV 111
scene and his every thought and emo-- :
tion will be recorded, and he will be.j
IN THE LINE OF
so to spea
by his owni
COUNTY.
heart beats;
GOVERNOR HOLM O. BURSUM, OF SOCORRO
he surely will hesi-- ,
the,' crime.!
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY. tate before comn.."ting
But aside from that it "111 change the
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO.
whole world. It will figuratively comAUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
-ASf:i
pel men to carry their hearts outside
.
SYLVESTRE MIRABAL, VALENCIA COUNTY.
TREASURER
their breasts and make each man. if
ATTORNEY GENERAL FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY. he is a rogue, give away the fact.
ANDREW B.
It will pretty nearly do away with
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
OF
SUPERINTENDENT
125 Palace Avenue,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
vice
and crime; it will renovate city
COUNTY.
BERNALILLO
STROUP,
will
it
UNION
councils;
false
expose
ROBERT
P.
ERVIEN,
priests
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS
and make editors tell the truth, for as
CCUNTY.
soon as they understand the laws
COUNANA
DONA
W.
FRANK
PARKER,
SUPREME COURT JUDGES
REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION ADOUR FINICKY FARMERS.;7
will compel editors to have their emo
OTERO
R.
WRIGHT,
JOURNS AFTER NAMING STRONG
TY; C. J. ROBERTS, COLFAX COUNTY; EDWARD
Where the Beattie lawyers appear
tions recorded when meeting. Think
COUNTY.
TICKET.
what that record would show were the to have erred was in trusting their
CORPORATION COMMISSIONERS GEORGE W. ARMIJO, SANTA FE instrument attached to the chair of case to a jury of farmers. The farm
EDDY
Continued from Pag One.
COUNTY; U. H. WILLIAMS, LUNA COUNTY; M. S. GROVES,
the editor of the Albuquerque Morn- ers, are pretty particular about thai
'
,
COUNTY.
ing Journal or sent to keep tally on sort of thing,TrcITopeka Capital.
nominated Edward R. Wright ; E. C.
CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA, the El Paso Times!
It will not be
BERNALILLO COUNTY.
the reproduction of a hand print on
Crampton nominated C. J. Roberts.
WYOMING.
IN
LIVESTOCK
A. B. Renehan placed In nomination
the wall, but a tell tale of the emoreferMexican
New
the
Yesterday,
tions of the soul.
red editorially to the census valua-t'nn- c John R. McFie. Mr. Renehan's nomartificial effulgence of
When that time comes men will not
BUILD FOR A CHANGE.
nf KvAKtnrk In New Mexico. inating speech was one of the three
judge their fellow men by their own lToday( the Censua Bureau made pub- - great speeches of the convention, and
Are we to witness the resuscitation 1909.
That smile was' too forced; it has uu,i Beust8, UU uie siory win De me jic the flgureg for Wyoming and
of the "sunshine clubs?"
probably the only one that gained
of the thoughts of others
A new attempt would fare
thfi vaiue of wyomine's any real vote for this morning Judge
The past few days has brought a come off.
of gen- materialized.
,
few stray exhortations of this sort, better in a gentler cultivation
livestock is fifty per cent greater than McFie had counted on only 104 votes.
'
The instrument is an electric ma4
iality.
of
these
that of New "Mexico, which is the When the vote was counted last evenlooking to the reorganization
votes. The ballot
One of the country's leading cap chine, and what has so far been ac more remarkable because New Mexico ing he had 142
societies of cheer flourishing in 1909,
and what is still expected,.,,,
a
as
resulted
follows:
mnoh
nidcr
moribund in 1910 and extinct in 1911. tains of industry says of the general complished
U.I.WM.
.
h'VUVVl
"D
., haa
CHmate that
Prank W. Parker, 270.
mmnnwMlth
Thus a captain of industry Is quoted situation: "As I see the situation, is oasea on tne tact Wat tne human
curto
an
resistance
electrical
body's
C. J. Roberts, 292.
we
"a
the
sinking
i
that
columns
lB
to
'tea
slowly
In these
grounds
theffect
far lesg severe
Wyoming is cred
clear ent increases ,wnn tne increase oi Ued witn 5,349,959 Bneep or almost! Edward R. Wright,, 192 1.2. ., ,,, i
national 'boosters club' would restore to the bottom of the cup. The
'
John R. McFie, 142
liquid is gathering at the
national prosperity in 24 hours. ' dreg-freItwo million more than New Mexico.
The stories already told by it
Thus also the Fourth National Bank top. In short the situation is. beginncattle are valued ln round flgures
The first three were declared nomiareItg
A lot of the terrible wunuenui ana u nas only oeen worK-e- d at $23,000,000,' its sheep and lambs at nated and their brief addresses- of acof New York declares in its monthly ing to clear.
The men at S3nnnn nnn tta'hnrseH and colts at'
upon near friends.
circular that "what the country needs things that it seemed might happen
ceptance were received with unbound- There will, in all
ui. uu 1101 expect 10 complete 11 $12,500,000, its mules and colts at ed enthusiasm. For corporation com-fo- r
now is a distinctly encouraging con- will not happen.
a long time, so much is there for
structive campaign."
probability, be no European war, and
its poultry at $200,000; swine missioners F. E. Wood nominated J.
to do, but what has already been $250,000, burros
it
will
itself
situation
labor
the
right
and: E. Saint of Albuquerque; J. F. Wolkia- of
$28,000; goats
$300(000.
To the rank and file of pessimists,
outbreaks. Of done gives them ample
encourage- - klug( $16,000; and bees at $20,000. wik nominated Bias ' Sanches ' of
course, the times seem all out of without radical strike
- ment to persevere.
The
value 01 ail domestic Wagon Mound; A. W. Pollard nomiJoint.
The national business ma- course, poor trade conditions are likeThe thought behind it is a wonder-1- . nImi aggregate nH
ronnrtBA in nated U. H.r Williams of Deming;
chine creaks and groans sadly to their r to obtain for months, but ;we are fUl
01
the'l910 was $65,580,000, as compared Thomas B. Catron nominated George
w.,and ?!Vf gUmPse9
ears They take a lugubrious joy in r irom approacmng me caiamuy
tuDumuBs wmcn sun wait on er- with jas.UR.nnn in isnn- - th amount W. Arm! jo, and the convention went
nervous souls have dreaded,
fearing and predicting that more cogs which
forts of poor mortality.
of increase being $26,434,000, and the wild with enthusiasm as he did so, and
will slip, or other parts work awry, i "To my mind the worst feature of
K. J. Sanford nominated M. S. Groves
rate 67.5 peraceat.
if the whole contraption don't break the business life of this country
No
one
can
say
that
the
truthfully
,
Yet, one and all, they lend day Is the spirit of 'knocking the other nomination of Holm
The total value of the domestic ani- of Carlsbad.
O. Bursum
for mals was
fellow.' The man who has is jealous
not lubricating oil, but vinegar.
Armijo Leads.
in
as
$65,365,000
reported
governor was brought about unfairly
The ballot resulted as follows:
tne 111811 wno nas more- Conditions, admit the Isolated sun-'or by pressure of office holders. He 1910, as against $39,080,000 in 1900;
George W. Armijo, 263.
to
$26,285,-00the
increase
shine seekers, are not flawless never felIow craves the wherewithal to ape was the
amounting
first choice of th great ma
H. Williams 254. '
U.
more
nis
affluent
is
There
:,
neighbor.
cent.
67.5
or
not
were or will be. The crops are
per
of the delegates representing
jority
M.
, - v .
S. Groves, 189.
too
much
of
of
the
finitely
spirit
The poultry was valued at $194,100
so good; politics is just as bad.
It
'
'
twnty-siibe
counties
of
117.
the
terriE.
J.
Lizzie'
and
with
the
Saint,
ir 1910, as compared with $60,400 in
is confessedly a period of transition, 'Keeping up
and
this
choice
was
tory
84.
unanimade
Bias
Sanchez,
feature is It has bred a national
1900; the gain being $133,7000 of 122.3
readjustment, flux legal, political, worst
mously without any reservation. The
; The first three were declared the
cent.
ethical, moral, material with all the meiltal characteristic of saying
jper
de
to
the nominating covention
legates,
The bees were valued at $20,493 in nominees of the party. The last nom
that such a period invol- - fuL sPlteful things about our business were
chosen fairly in open primaries 1910, and
All thiB is
an increase inations on the roll were those for
ves.
$5,322 in
But the natural environment neighbors and associates.
and conventions, and presumably Of $15,171, or 285.1 1900;cent.,
congress.
Business can only
of business averages fair. It is less destructive.
per
For Congress.
tnrusn exchange of mutual con-ar- e were truly representative of the Rehad a greater
Sheep- and lambs
than states of mind that
an confidence never yet publican- party. Not a single delegate value than any other class of domesflaence
Li. Bradford
Prince, who was rejangling '
of envy and was approached ,personally and solic- tic animals in 1910, whereas cattle ceiving a magnificent
endorsement
m,J flourished in a sink-hol-e
i
i.
ited for his vote. If ever the RepublU had the greater value in 1900. The for one of the honors and had many
inof
between
and
classes
lity
.
spirit,
..
'
.3
more of the spirit of all pulling to- can party ln any state chose a gover- luiai vaiue
01 sueep ana minus in pledges from various county delega
dividuals.
These states of mind are
A national
'boosters' club' nor or any other officer freely and ;1910 was $29,649,000: while in 1900 it tions, refused to permit his name to
gether.
planes set at hostile angles. Pessi- would restore national
was $16,310,000, an increase of 81.8 po before the convention. ; A. B. fall
prosperity in- without constraint from any oth-imism is not merely despondent but
'
side of 24 hours.
source than the people; it was ln this, per cent.
The total value of cattle nominated Elfego Baca of Albuquerto
likes
It
chim
at
grouchy.
gaze
case. Weighty Indeed, therefore, must in 1910 was. $22,696,000, as compared que, W. E. Holt nominated
Ralph C.
"The
railway
'
employes,
sneers
numbering
and
it sulks; it is sus over
eras; it
L. O. Fullen nominated
and
be
Ely
with
reasons
the
for
an
in
men
to
if
1900,
1,000,000
increase
$19,393,000
any
Republican
would,
tealnimnicious and
thought
it u itninHv.
of 17 per cent ;' Next in order in 1910 George Curry and ;in spite of the fact
bolt his own ticket ,
y
ly critical; it is selfish, stingy, small- - risnt, be endeavoring to build up the
were horses and colts with a total that it was 2 o'clock in the morning
roaas
OI
in
meir
uu.iuess
instead
souled.'
if
not
a
delusion,
Sunshine,
Take the platform of the Republican value of $12,426,00" 0, as compared wltn and the delegates were weary to ex'
'
measuring the world with the yardia to it a counterfeit.
party and place by its side, the dec $3,225,000 ln 1900, 'an increase amount-t- o haustion, he aroused them to the high
Examples are legion of this 'want banker
285.3 per cent
larations and promises made by H. O.
The total value est pitch of enthusiasm. They arose
the
little
banker
give
of sympathetic understanding.
Con a
in
Bursum
swine
1910
in
his
was
c'
the
of
$301,700, while from their seats and again and again
conlift;
speech
big merchant would
acceptance
sumer, wholesaler, jobber, manufac- sider the
Curry'' to
of the country ana pass judgment on them calmly ln 1900 lt was $78,100, an increase of cheered "Plain George
protection
whom the title of Honorable seemed
turer, react damagingly upon one an retailer an
286.1 per cent.
and
Mules
No
and
in
deliberately.
colts
of
own
his
part
platform
.
integral
n
To Km
orj 191 were
nn.,n1
other.
When the ballot was
statement could be more progressive
n unnecessary.
valued at $248,600,as
each other askance. Business com- - o,,7Hn
V T. because we have
the
bounds of reason and yetPared with $51,600 ln 1900, an Increase finished it was found that George Cur
bat
Inter- affair.
petition Is a dog-ea- r
so far away, from this frame of at the same time no declaration could!0' 381.6 per cent. ' Asses and burros ry had 278 votes and Elfego Baca 238
votes. R. C. Ely had 90 votes. The
class friction is as untimely as it is got
: be mere
,,
m,.A
reassuring, that property and ln 1910 were reported as valued at
al1
ioa
personal rights are to be considered $27,700, as against $10,000 ln 1900, first two were declared the nominees
to 175.9 per for congressmen,
see
d ln the sacred and inviolate. What further, the
ea on the same string of prosperity. , ly lmpossible t0
Bitatfon
The convention then settled down to
assurance
does
'cent.
voter
the
kids
Goats
and
in
1910 were
need
than
Duglnegg
genral
The railway labor unions Wea that have more of the
of live and let the triumph of the Republican party I valued at $16,100, as compared with another hour of routine business. The
spirit
at the polls on Nov. 7 which assures $11,900 in 1900, an increase of 35.7 flag was selected as the emblem of
may nave as mucn ngnc to ieaerate live.
the party. The new central commitat has capital reaches its crude fruit
..
prosperity, advancement and ; good Per cent.
ion just when the members were most
government for the commonwealth?
UNFORTUNATE CHARLESTON.
Sheep and lambs in 1910 constitu- - tee was theh named, each county desln peril of their jobs, and when the
ted 45.2 per cent of the value of live- - ignating two members. A change was
Few American cities have suffered
The platform adopted by the Repub - : stock; cattle 34.6 per cent: horses made in the manner of selecting the
railway executives were sorest and so often and so
seriously from the licans in the state convention at Las and
most grouchy.
The politicians, many
mules.;
per cent; swine 0.5 executive committee,' one member' to
of them doubtless acting in Rood faith.! T"6'' elements as Charleston. Caro- - Vegas, is far in advance of any plat - per cent: rou!tr:v 0.3 per
and be chosen from each judicial district.
" "y Dy tM Bea was form ever adopted by any party in asses and burro?, poats andcent;?
on what they held to be a popular'""
f
vm on.i the convention adjourned at 3 a. m.
barMd t0, as1hBJin th Clv War. It the
past history of New Mexico. It bees, each less than
mandate, are wearying the people was
of l today
Pratcally destroyed by an
who chose them.
contains declarations and guarantees, per cent..;
The masters of
a'C-- v v'; ! The central committee will meet
In
1886- lt was
cked by
to which every patriotic citlaen, irre- The total, feumfy of farms in the jt,lIs forenoon for organisation and ft
already burdened by perplex-- ! q,uake
will not recognize any of these lone and tidal wav in 1893- - 11 was spective of party, can subscribe joy- - state in 1910 was 10,980.
Of these ' Biap out Plans for an energetic cam-full- y
tt
uer eannquaKe in i07,
to be begun without any delay,
activities as part of a travail to be "u"'
and without straining his con- - ?2 per cent, or ; 10,105. reported do
gone through before a definite cor- and just now lt has borne a million-dolla- r science or stultifying hig manhood,
trestle animals; f88.5 per cent, or. 9,1 j Today every delegate is confident
loss
and
lives the brunt of
a
174. reported Worses or colts; 72.5
,:
porate status is worked out.
per !'n5at tne Republicans have selected
j cent,
THE EXPLANATION.,
or 7.965. reoort'd cattle- - 140' winning ticket. Upon1 due constdera- In fact, the politician' comes now the recent hurricane. With unconquer- Mr, Roosevelt finds a number of oh-- (Per cent, or 1,641, reported sheep oritlon lt w,u De found' that the nomlna- the nearer to holding forth the hand aoie courage the brave old city rises
m
ry alBaer. a
tne world jecnons 10 me aronraaon treaty, pnn- lamos. ' Qnly 5.7 per cent or 622, re "
of fellowship.
wise, wen jgwui.rawu bbuCongress will this au-- . once
and that every considera-tha- t
tumn liBten to the complaints and the
AmoTe gives 11 sympathy an4
clpal of which appears to be the fact- ported mules 'or colts; 0.8 per cent '
tion has been given to the. question
Mr. Taft is.for It Tooeka Cant or 92. ronorted asses nr hnrrn.
of bin business as re.'8.peed ,n its Prent trouble. Chicago
Examiner.
tal.
per cent, or 72, reported-goatcieia rwura, m iuwg-kidgards corporation ljiw. Among the
or' 01 nlne8B.
rity as well as popularity. Estimates
there appears to be
MR. WILSON AND HIS BOOM
of a majority that each candidate Is
MANY DO.
growing a faint consciousness that lt
Democrats of Trenton, according to
likely to receive ranged from 6,000' to
That Pennsylvania old maid who is LET THE WANTwould be better politics to upbuild
',
reports, have launched a boom for trying to break up happy homes by
than always to tear down.
COLUMN DO IT. 12,000.
A number of district conventions are
If their conversion should prove Woodrow Wilson for the presidency. writing letters might have taken- out
A good Uve advertisement In the being held today but most of the delegenuine, they might set a standard for Is this the same old boom or a new her writing propensities In sending
one? Washington Post
"communications
the rest of the community.
to editors." Louis- Want column of the New Mexican will gates got away on the first train. Las
'
,11
ff
ville Post.
rent any pronerty that is rentable. Vegas is resuming its customary, busi
ly and justifiably might be set aside
THE REA80N WHY.
the indigo lenses that now dlstdrt oar
There is always some one that wants ness air, recently disturbed by the
COMETS OF NO ACCOUNT.
mutual relations the frown be 'dlfc Pittsburg undertaken complain of a
what fou. hwi fot, but you must let invasion of a tiousei vltor
?
'
?
Who cares' for Mr. Brooks comet, them know
carded for the smile, the clenched flat serious falling off In business. Fact is.
HomwrThli Jortilifc'''- - f
,x,
'
r
. for the handshake.
And better that few persons want to be found dead ia with so many candidates making a
private ear LasV
Traveling, in
at
it Cr--ll be ttrocSiig uttt!-- f tst that
Philadelphia North Amer- - luminous dash around tho oetrtry
trritamla,
a watt t . , '
a 7 tour
..lean.
Atlanta CoBstitutlon.
LTadoo , 4 'stood undsr ti f'aln,
wt.i, rather than the fuO,
t
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Think About

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Then Act!

THE

COMPANY

U--

f."

J

Santa Fe Planing Mill

BANK

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic,
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
' liberal terms as are
,
given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
money-transmitti-

R.

J.

PALEN, President.

LA.

HUGHES,

J.

-

t.

B. READ,

'

ng

Cashier.
Assistant

F. McKANE,

Cashier.

by-pr-

4

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON

Tr"8 ii7Mi
I

r!ij n

THE TICKET.

The Palace Hotel

llllllg

William Vaughn, Prop. ,
One of the Best Hotels in the West

--

MIL LI NERY

f

BOOHS III SUIT

T-

MRS. W. LINDHARDTS,

Large Sample
Boom for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

:

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.

n

strap-hoisti-

WITH PRIVATE BATH

CnUine and
Table Service

PIKE SAMPLE ROOM,

i

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE ;

THOS. DORAN
.

1

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

1

-

..........

1-- 2

,.-

M

i

Coronado Restaurant

v

e

'

j

nnit,

,

The-littl- e

oi

'

x

;

.

rw

nMi

.

1

.

1

1

1

,
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j

:

"

Short Orders run Day

Furnished rooms in connection.
222 San Francisco

Street

Regular Meals 25c.

& Night.

Hot & Cold Baths.

'

::

-

Electric Lights

G. LLPE1 KERRERA,

::

Prop

rush at the convention, are expected plainly whether . English or Spanish
home on the 6:30 train this evening.
printed beading is wanted.
'.Herewith are some bargains offered
The New Mexican Printing Com- by the New Mexican PrintingCom-pany- :
Code of Civil Procedure of the
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of u Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
ticee of the peace. They ore especial- bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
ly ruled, with printed headings, is Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Coda
either Spanish or English, made of Pleadings,
IB;, the two for $10.
good record paper, strongly and dur- adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
ably bound, with leather back and ef New Mexico, X889, 18 M. and 103,
covers
nd canvas sides, hall fall English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.26;
index in front and the fees of Justice full leather $3.
Sheriff's Flexible
of the peace and constables printed Cover Pock't Dockets, single, $1.16;
in full on the 2rst page. The pages twe or mere books, $1 each.
Now
Combined Civil and' CrUtinrJ . . 4.0t. Mexico Supremo Court Reports, Moa
are 10
Inches. These books art t and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Cos
and criminal dockets,
madep in civil
pilatlen Corporation Laws, 76 c Conv
separate of S3 pages each, or with filstlen Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
both civil and criminal bound In one
of New Moxteo Resorts. fisV
book, 80 pases civil and 320 pagnt digest
full list
hool blanks.
aece.
criminal. To introduce them they are
Have you Kurnlshea Booms tp Rent?
offered at. the following prices v
A ljtlecampaign Want advertising
Civil or Criminal ..........
For 46 cents s4!'oonal tor a singU ln the New Mexican will keep the Indocket, or SS cents additional for a come from your furnished rooms from
combination docket, they wHlfke sent lapsing. The classified columns are
by mail or prepaid express. Cash li always looked up closely and lt will
full most accompany
orders (Matt pay you well to use them.
,
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The Neal Treatment
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HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER

THE WORLD AS
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The Only Cure
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely
free from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverager-of

any kind Whatsoever.

Psn

,

nearer-statesme-

ALCOHOLISM

j

increase-amountin-

j

FpR

-

l rt

Ft

Is administered

WITHOUT BYP055EIMIC

INJECTIONS

.

is benefitted mentally, morally and finanEvery.patient
!
cially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more
healthy condition. .The man's health is decidedly improved.
'

THETNEAL TREATMENT has been offlcally adopted by
the government of Australia and other state government and
INSTITUTES are now in ojieratkm or opening In
,SIXTY-GNE

the United States and foreign countries.

Literature and Full laforgitiM Win He Furnished ilpoa Application.

The Origirlal Neal
-

Cure

Three-Da- y

CALL OR tyRITSJ

?

V

NEAl:iINlTITUflH;

SEPTEMBER

SATURDAY,

CIM1I
UVWiHL

TRUST CO.

UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL 850,00000
Doqs a General Banking Business

B. LAUGHLIN,

President

.

W.

1

1MB

UNI

kllOVHflk

ft

HEADQUARTERS

Wash

Embroidery,

Sure We Are Busy !

Bread, 25c

Fruits and
Confectionery.
Fresh CreamPuffs Wednesday

Groceries
&

rnone, 152 Ked.
AMADO

Silk D. M. C.

Saturday

WHY

GUTIERREZ, PROP.

Em-

broidery Cotton, and for Crotchet
Stamped Linen Doyles, Cushion'
Tops and Center Pieces.

The barber and the waiter
Each got his little snap.
Ditto the boy who later
- Helped him to cane and
cap..

l'

BREAD AND CAKE
6 Loaves Fine

Dally.

FOR FINE

ALSO HANDLES

H tipped the depot portef.
He tipped the hallboy, Jim,
Then passed a youth a quarter
For elevating him.

f. STEPHENS. Ctthler, ;.t
Asst.. Chier:i

FRESH

MILLINERY

Beginning his vacation,
The baggage boy be tipped;
Then at his destination
Another, .quarter slipped.

H.

PLAZA BAKERY

MISS A. MUGLER

PCtClMllt
I

'

Your Patronage Solicited
1.
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1911.

30,

j

Phone 49 Main

Phone 49 Main

Because we have the real
Stock of
the City.

Parlor Market
and Grocery

of the Immaculate Conception church;
left Thursday morning for Rlbera, X.j
M., to attend a Catholic ceremonial
there Albuquerque Journal.
'
'
He met Miss Mollfe Gibbitt?
Frank' Owen, manager of the Santa
With whom he set afloat,'
FeWafer and Light company, drove
And soon from force of habit, -overland from Santa Fe in his touring
car and will be in Las Vegas during,
; He had to tip
the boat.
New York Times. the convention. Las Vegas Optic.
"John Ervien drove his father. R.'
The Saturday Card Club Ts the guest P. Ervien, public land commisioner j
of New Mexico and party from Santa,
today of Mrs. Fiske.
CORN-FE- D
Attorney Neil B. Field, of Albuquer- Fe to Las Vegas in a Buick touring j
car yesterday." Las Vegas Optic.
j
que, is at the Palace.
Mrs. Matilde Coxe Stevenson, the
The Wallace Club is meeting this
afternoon at the home of Miss Boyle. eminent ethnologist of the Smithson-- i
The Thirteen Card Club is meeting ian Institute, Washington, arrived In
this afternoon at the home of Mrs. the city yesterday from her ranch!
near Espanola. She will remain here
.
Frank Lavan.
The Misses Church have returned a few days.
from a week end party at the Ortiz
Mrs. Jefferson
Reynolds left this
hotel, at Lamy.
evening for San Francisco where she
Attorney Frank Lavan has returned was called by the death of two of
s
from Las Vegas where he attended the her nieces who were killed in a
Home-Mad- e
road accident on one of the Pacific
Vegas convention. V
L. J. Smith, C. H. Modes and F. coast lines. Las Vegas Optic.
Butler are Denverites registered at
Journal:
Says the Albuquerque
"That Harry Drumm, advance agent
the Montezuma hotel.
and
POULTRY
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, accompanied Mr. of Better Highways, is to leave Chi- Jaffa on his trip to las Vegas to the cago Monday in his Staver roadster
VEGETABLES
was the news
Las Vegas Optic.
convention.
i.for the Southwest,
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero brought yesterday by Mrs. Druram,
Forbes' Quality
returned last night from the Repub- - formerly Miss Contance Sellers, who
and Steel-CMean statefConventfori-' at Las Vegas, arrived on the limited to visit, her par- Territorial, l&gineer, Charles D. Mil- - ents, Colonel and Mrs. D. K. B. Sell- ler arrived yesterday afternoon from ers." Mr. Drumm was in Santa Fe
his home in Santa Fe. Las Vegas Op- - some months ago" on a tour to . the
No
east.
tic.
L. Bradford Prince ar-if
rived at noon from the Las i Vegas CLOCK STRIKES TEN
you
convention and says that he is well
AND STRIKE IS ON.
j

up-to-d-

1

Established

Incorporated

1856.

1903.

n RSI

SWEA

'

FOR THE

for the

Sweaters for' Everybody and at Prices
that you cannot equal anywhere. Every
;

Fresh-Dresse-

j
pleased with the results.
Ms. Fred .. Nolette returned this:
,
i;
Tom rae One.l
(Continued
i! afternoon from an extended visit with
relatives and friends in Chicago and ver He refUsed to give out an inter-Moline, Mo. Las Vegas Optic.
view concerning the strike.
ii
iir...---'Vi;. Ed
Lujan, formerly of this city, ar-- ,
4qq n0j 3000.
Calif.' Sept. 30. A
rived in Las Vegas last night from
Sacramento,
:
:
:
:
:
:
Phone 36
his home in Santa Fe and will be here complete count shows that only 400 of
until Sunday. Las Vegas Optic.
the 3,000 men struck at the Sacramen-A- .
B. Siegner of Clovis, a delegate to shops of the Southern Pacific to- to tne Las vegas convention, arrived day.
.;
this morning to visit his uncle, Fred
At Laramie, Wyo,
Siegner of San Francisco street.
Laramie, Wyo., Sept. 30. Ten ma- tua urace, me Most. Kev. Arcnmsn- - cninists, two Doilermakers, seven
cp J. B. Pitaval, is still in New York boilermakers' helpers, and one stack
City, and la not expected to arrive inspector struck here at 10 o'clock
Santa Fe for a fortnight or more.
this morning. The carmen will loin
I in Mateo
Lujan, assistant commission- - the strike later In the day.
of public lands, arrived from Santa
At El Paso.
Fe yesterday afternoon and will he
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 30. Employes
in Las Vegas until Sunday. Las Ve- - in the local shops of the Southern Pa- gas Optic.
Iciflc went out on strike this morning.
'
Clyde Earl Ely, the former news - The total number out Is about 100.
paperman and naval officer, who has No strikebreakers, have arrived here
been spending-a
few days in north-- jet
CLOSE-I- N
ern Santa Fe county, is expected back
RESIDENCE
ITALY BOMBARDS
in the city early next week.
TURKISH SEAPORT,
Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S. X, pastor
ON rr THE ' MARKET.
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W. N. TOWNSEND

better guarantee to

offer than money back

Do not miss seeing our Stock

not satisfactory when
at the Parlor Market.

THE MASTER TAILORS.

deal

WM.D. ARRIGIil

LOTS

(Continued

BUY BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.

PROPRIETOR.

You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut
Parlor and Dining Room Sets, which are the admiration of all Santa Fe.

THE TIME TO BUY
HOT WATER BOTTLES

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the Southwest, are also worth looking at.

Is now. We hare just received

alargelinedirect fromfactory,
thereby insuring fresh foods.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

OX. WATSON & CO.
119 San Francisco St.,
rnone, Ked 159.
'

:

Santa

S.

HUE HO.

Fe, N. M.

!

4

LOWEST
FOR

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti
cle That You Might Be Interested InTHERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
-

H.

Groceries

j

i!
i

and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

C;!

Staple & Fancy

j

YONTZ,;to85"

I

Flour, Hay and Grain,
SAFE QUALITY.

.

DOLE'S

THE VAXJGHN RANCH

Pure Hawaiian
Pine Apple Juice

(Old Sparks' Haach)
1

Open May

5th

Best of Food

1

for.'

.

The Most Delicious of Drinks, Palatable and Refreshing. ADe--.
cided Aid to Digestion. '

the Fishing Season
Best of Beds

1

ColdPufe Spring Water
,
$15 a Week

No, Invalids

Telegraph

dlorietQ;-

Write. Pecos

-

'
Elberta

Italians Are Pleaded.
Rome, Sept. 30. The declaration of
war against Turkey has been received
with enthusiasm in all parts of the
country.- Upon the receipt of the news
from the capital, great processions
were organized at Genoa, Milan, Bergamo, Parma, Bari, Vercelli, and
the crowds singing patriotic
songs and acclaiming the army and
navy. The government is communicating to the powers its position respecting the various phases of the
conflict.
Turks Are "Displeased."
A dispatch from Genoa says that
the Turkish consul there has received
instructions to go to Turin and withdraw the Turkish exhibits from the
International exposition.
A news dispatch from Tripoli says
that a boarding party from the Italian
squadron took possession of Turkish
transport Derna at Tripoli. ,' The
transport, which still had on board a
part .of her cargo of war supplies, sur
rendered without resistance.
Good for the Reporters.
The dispatch adds that In the event
of the bombardment of Tripoli Italian
and other foreigners, including newspaper correspondents, will be aken on

'

;

.

SPECIAL SALE

RISING,

Sept. 30.

It

is of

late today that
Italian warships this morning attacked two Turkish torpedo boats off the
Port of Durazzo, on the west coast of
d

EXTRA FANCY

Peaches

LEFT.

',SSSSS"

Welch's Grape Juice

108 Palace Avenue
Day

and

Night Phone.

!

Albania.

1

4- -

I
!

!.

Phone, 130 Red.

IS

S

'

's
Listen

You pay for, by having

it

II.

S. KAUilE

a

CO.

n
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BUTT BROS. CO..
Always

I
J

The department

of

Reliable

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

ADOLPH

1

XXX XXXXX XX XXXXX

4

DRUGGISTS

X

X

X

XX

;

X

is THE BIGGEST BARQAIN
This must go NOW and
ever offered in Irrigated Lands.
80

GOOD

PAINTING

fruit trees,

three-year-o- ld

.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
305 San Francisco

HOUSE,

wells, chicken house, 300
40 acres in alfalfa. Ask about

SIGN PAINTING
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

acres all under ditch and exceptionally good fence.

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black

it before
&

TOO LATE.

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

No. 52

Street.

XXX XXXXX XX XXX XX

J.P. Steed

& Son

Man

--

--

Customers and Friends are
invited to inspect our

FOR WOMEN and MISSES.

cor-dia- lly

PORTFOLIO OF FASHIONS
.Guaranteed
JULIUS H. GERDES.

Satisfaction

CURRENT WE WANT

avg';

Your Measure

SUITS, GOATS AND SKIRTS

CARPENTERS

insurance has re

Tailored-to

IN STYLE, QUALITY AND FIT

TOiELL

r-.- oi

v.'--

Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
Why
are using It. It saves
are
light
display

It right where you
on your
bill and SAVES THE EYES. Our
rooms
open for your
we
have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
inspection, and
the ffi
these amP are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can gst

tht

XX

X

CO.

Phone, ied Ml. Nil bt Phone, Red 58.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Carriage & Automobile

X

im-

mensely reduced prices.

We guarantee each and every Bot
tie we sell to last one year.

AND CABINET MAKERS.
ceived word that the certificate of
authority of the National Life Insur
ance Company of the United States of
America (with offices in Chicago) has FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
been amended and the company is
authorized to write health and acci
dent policies as well as life, the All Work Guarantee
Phone. Ked 115
charter being so amended.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

i!

1!'

" "T"

'A

our store at

on every article in

board the vessels of the Italian fleet
Off Port of Durazzo.

Insurance Matters.

MULLIGAN

X

defend Tripoli.

Constantinople,
ficially anno-ince-

JUST A FEW OF THOSE

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks

XXXXX XX

X

AllofNextWeek

from page one.

Per-gui-

i

XX

jKXXXSXXXSSXXXSXSXS

-

Where Prices are

Beautiful Hand - Painted: China f

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

eminent to reverse its decision not to

H.

NOTHING BETTER.

In Our Immense New Windows

and Manhattan Avenue.

BEST

& CO.

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

1

ill-I- I!

These are our selections, and if you look them
over you will find there is a big difference.

COFFEE, 30c LB.

j

Box, 219.

$2.50 to $5.00

d

ut

GO RIGHT WITH THEM.

tit

Children's Coats

Gas-Roast- ed

V

THOSE NIFTY AVIATION CAPS

a P. 0.

--

FRUITS

IF IT IS A SWEATER YOU WANT WE HAVE IT.

f

$8.50 to $35.00

Sausage,
Blue Point Oysters, Fish

j

variety and quality in all colors.

I

WEEK

Lamb

BOYS,

rail-La-

!

THIS

Ladies' Cloaks

Beef,

Veal and

FOR THE

SPECIAL

OUR'

Pork,
Mutton,

LADIES, MISSES and CHILDREN,
MEN aiid

era

KANSAS

ate

:
vr.

1
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St. Louis Rocky
Pacific

la

(Read Down)
IK
T
, Miles

RATON NEW MEXICO.
effect Sept, 1st

W. C. T. 0.

(Head Up)

1910

STATIONS

12

2

1911.

30,

THE FORUM

Company.

Railway

GENERAL OFFICES
'

MU

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

M.

HIES.

20

difficult task, Mrs. Windsor, however,
received the local prize and Mrs. Collier of Estancia the second prize.
Mariano Sassias of the Mary James
school represented the Spanish work.
His "What kind of a man" was well
rendered and much enjoyed.
Clovis sent a written invitation
signed by the ministers, the laymen
the Mayor, the business men, politicians and newspaper men, inviting
the ladies to meet with them next
year.
Albuquerque also sent an
but Santa Clara after a
spirited discussion won out, and the
annual convention will be held there
next year. This event will be unique
in the history of the United States.
The Indian is usually pictured as an
individual with a large and consuming thirst but Santa Clara with a half
dozen exceptions is a community of
total abstainers. The change has come
about in the past year and a half. The
Santa Pe W. C. T. U. has never done
a more effective work than that of
encouraging the Santa Clara Indians
in their fight against liquor.
A copy of the Resolutions of the W.
C. T. U. will be published as soon as
they are received from the secretary.

annual convenThe twenty-eighttion of the W. C. T. U. met at Las
Dednittu
...
Vegas, X. M. Tuesday evening, SepC'apullD
The Convention spirit
tember 19.
Vigil
,
Thompson
the Meadow City and their
prevades
125
Cunningham
cordial welcome and generous hospi....OUfton House N. M
155
1 30
Lv
Ar
Raton. X. M
tality was inviting to all.
Ar'
TTT
.TjvVTaJatonTNTM
10 15
2 30
7
.. .OUfton House N' M....
Their ambition is to capture all the
9 49.
2 47
The "leading off" one
8 Preston
48
Conventions.
9 32
3 07
66
Koehler Junction
3 45
8 65
since statehood is ours, was of women
2
9 05 ....
Koehler
8 35 pledged to work for the best interests
s
77777777
iiooiiax
820
415
o the boys, the girls, the homes, for
76
8 02
Oerrososo
4 43
82
7 45
Ar
Lv
6 00
Cimarron
everything that will bring a cleaner,
B ID
6 35
Lv
Olmarron
v.
Ar am
M
6 27
Nash
5 18
happier life to our new state.
6 17
1
5 28
Harlan
This week the great Republican
94
6 00
Ute Park, N.M...Lv
Ar
....... 545
,p m
pm
Convention has gathered and why
should not their aims be in harmony
iOonneots at Colfax with E. P. A S. W. By, train both North and South.
with the efforts of the women? Why
Wood Heater has led in sales. It revoluFor 15 years Cole's Original Air-TigjjStage for Van Honten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.IM.Z
has been imitated by nearly every stove
tionized the making of wood heating stoves.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N, M.. for Ellzabethtown. N. M., at 9;00 . m, dally except should they not choose the wisest
the cleanest, the best men to govern
trip ; fifty pound baggage carried free.
days. Fare $2 uv one way S3. 50
in
this
manufacturer
country.
Mfor the soutn at 11:11 p. in. arrives from tb the new state?
O. 4 S. train leaves Des Mclues. N,
heating stoves are sold
Yet, a greater number of Cole's remarkable wood air-tigtb at 4:88 a. m
Should the advancement of the Re
each
succeeding year.
M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
publican party be paramount to the
G. DEDMAN,
Wood Heater has ever equaled it for
No imitation of Cole's Original Air-Tigof the homes?
interests
more
sacred
V.
&
Q.
M..
P.
P.
Q.
Agent,
Superintendent
efficiency.
The M. E. Church was beautifully
No other wood heater is worth as much to you, though many cost more. This is an
decorated to receive the Convention.
In the absence of Mayor Goodell,
age of plainness in design, in finish and ornamentation. This is true of furniture and
house furnishings why not a plain stove or range?
Judge Long welcomed the ladies to NEW MEXICO INSTITUTION
the city with the highest encomiums
A, LEADER.
Plain smooth castings, plain nickel, plain blued or patent planished bodies. All this
upon the great work which the W. C.
modern finish means less labor easy to clean and keep clean.
plain
U, had already accomplished.
Do not pay for extra, unnecessary trimmings and ornamentations which only add to
Albuquerque Business College GraduRev. Norman Skinner followed giv
ates Pass Rigid United States
your labor.
Examinations.
t:
ing a welcome in behalf of the church
Read the following guarantee made by the manufacturers of the Original
ne
which
other
es.
things
Among
as
remain
used.
as
name
our
to
Stove
Wood
Cole's
long
bearing
We guarantee every
too, Arizona, Mexico and to tb Pacific Coast, via NEW
To all readers of the New Mexican
emphasized was the fact that business
will hold lire over night with dry wood.
it
that
We
guarantee
MEXICO CENTRAL, to Torraac,
men, commercial interests, education- the name Albuquerque Business ColWe guarantee the combustion so complete with wood that ashes need not be removed oftener tkan four times
al and scientific departments had all lege is familiar, for It has for some
each winter.
ruled alcohol out and the only lodg- time ranked as the leading business
We guarantee each stove to be free from imperfect material and workmanship.
.
COLE MANUFACTURING CO. (Not Inc.)
ing place it could now find was in po school of the Southwest.
litics.
As an evidence that the school is
Surely this guarantee made by a reliable manufacturer should be of interest to you.
Dr. Roberts in his usual happy style not only maintaining but raising the
in and examine this heater. Burns wood, cobs and rubbish. Price $3.00 and up.
Come
gave the welcome in behalf of the high standards which it has already
common
The Cleanest
schools.
He dwelt upon the
established, we copy part of an arti
OR
aim of the women and the schools cle recently appearing in an Albu
and Most
cf our similar interests and the great querque paper: r
Convenient Wood
assistance the W. C. T. U. had render
"It may be surprising to many peo
Heater You
instruction ple but is, nevertheless, true, that Handsomest
ed in having scientific
Can Buy.
ROUTE
mm
Made.
Heater
made a part of the curriculum in the more than one-haof the Civil Ser
schools of every state in the land.
vice examinations for Stenographers
Mrs. Patterson replied to the ad Bookkeepers or Forestry Clerks fail. A EMPEROR-KINTO VISIT
Roy A. Stamm, Albuquerque.
Iproxlmating 300 miles along the Rio
earnest
The
'
dress of welcome.
pleas recent circular sent out by the Civil
R. L. Ward, Amarillo, Tex.
INDIA FOR FIRST TIME.
Grande and extending ninety miles to
which she made for the supression Service Commission says 'It should
T. J. Sawyer, Buckman.
Par rates and full informatioa
the north, Including the Nueces and
cf the liquor traffic which is carry- be stated that few schools give a
A. E. Sieger, Clovis.
of Ships to Accompany Their
Fleet
,
to
drunk
down
2000
Pecos river countries was exlower
every
year
ing
a-training in these subjects commerP. B. James, Taos.
J
Royal Highnesses on Inter- -'
ard's graves right here in our own cial branches which will fit an apamined.
For the past thirty-fiv- e
E. H. Pollard, Dallas.
El Paso Texas.
esting Trip.
sunshine state, (is it a sunshine state plicant to pass an examination withthe
years
raising of goats has been'
C. A. Hernandez, Ojo Caliente.
with such appalling misery existing?) ninety per cent of those who take
the
occupation of this reprincipal
M.
A.
New
to
Wire
Mexican)
Gonzales, Abiquiu.
Bv Special Leased
appealed to all.
Careful
the examination have had experience,
gion.
inquiries through this
30.
has
it
Although
L. J. Smith, Denver.
London, Sept.
The reports of the work done in yet half the total number fail.
shows
for many years
section
that
somebeen found necessary to curtail
C. H. Modes, Denver.
the more than a dozen departments
"In' the face of these statements we what the
there has existed, principally in the
Imof
the
portion
military
Henry Essinger, City.
of the union were interesting and en have the records made
Nueces and lower Pecos river country,
by several
Dunbar to be held in Delhi in
C. W. Fairfield, City.
couraging but more work must be Albuquerque Business Colloge stu- perial
a contiued fever characterizedby
will
this
assemblage
December,
great
F. Butler, Denver.
done and more workers are needed to dents who have passed these examinafrenzied relapses, pains In the Joints
e
never
a
afford
probably
spectacle
Coronado.
forward.
It
carry
and a very low mortality. This fever
tions; only three of whom had any
equalled, even in this home of
Enrique A. Abeyta, Park View.
The old officers were all
nrevious exnerience.
Of nine eradua- Oriental
has been known to exist in Edwards
display.
R. L. Ward, Amarillo, Texas.
except Mrs. Barnes, the valued cor- tes wh0 applied, seven passed; one
county, at the head of the Nueces
been
the
centuries
Delhi
E. K. Gilson, St. Louis.
river for a period of at least twenty-fiv- e
respenoing secretary, wno nas re- r6eeivine the hiehest averaee attain chosen has for
cele
B. E. Pickering, Lincoln.
place for all great Indian
moved from the state. Mrs. Tripp of ed by any applicant1 who took the
years. - It has been known there
Mr. and Mrs. David Garcia, Santa as slow fever, continued fever and
Clovis was elected to fill the vacancy. Summer Examination In the 12th dist brations. Here the Grand Moguls
once held court, and when the British
'
A new and extremely fitting attrac rict.
occasionally by the significant name
Another, a young lady who is government after the mutiny decided Rosa.
tion of the Convention was the at- a skillful 'touch'
of goat fever.
was
given that it was Impossible to continue to
operator,
tendance of five representatives from a rating of 100 per cent in typewritMALTA
FEVER
DOES
Comoccasion
rule the country through "John
the Santa Clara Pueblo Indian Asso- ing.
FOLLOW GOAT RAISING?
pany," Queen Victoria was proclaimed
ciation.
They were Victoriano
"Whether in Government
Service,
EdIndia.
Her
of
son,
King
a splendid type of our first in in commercial houses, or those who Empress
A dispatch from Austin, Texas, says:
habitants who still clings to the old enter business with their fathers or ward, was thirty years later proclaimim uueresteu ana taouia ssow
ed emperor in the same city, and now Some weeks ago the presence of mal- aboat the wonderful
The
time
Indian
oppoconversation
for themselves, the graduates of this comes the turn of her
will protect one fare for the round trip
iMARVEL Whirling Spray
grandson, King ta fever in Texas was announced by
sition or liberal party of the Pueblo school are
new Yftclnnl fryrlBB,
with success.
TM
meeting
the Journal of the American Medical
was represented by its first man, Fran
ok conTtn- "The school is a splendid example George.
enc u
Further
Association.
SSU
more
investigation
a
well
takes
as
is
known,
cisco Naranlo an old Indian of remar- of what can be attained
He,
an
insti
by
kable ability as evidenced by his com tution which teaches business sub- personal interest in Britain's colonial by medical officers of the United
rdnmtatlbrlt.
ALL STATIONS ON ITS LINES IN NEWgMEXICO.
Pedro Baca, the jects exclusively, employs a corps of possessions than did his predecessors, States army shows the presence of
manding presence.
a
this
disease in considerable section other, bat send stamp tor.
and as a mark of this Interest has de
man who reconciled the differences well
educated, experienced instruc cided to
travel to India with his con of Texas, in which goat raising is an toll paitlenlars aad dlmeuoui la-of his people until they work together tors, who have been
Id
prominently
An area ap
W IfcPST.
sort to be present at the ceremony important Industry.
on moral questions accompanied the entified with some of the
ASaattMBtMat,
leading bus which accompanies his formal assump
Seveas
did
Valentino
and
delegation
ness schools of the East and the
M.
tion of the title of
ro Naranjo who have done effective Central
West, maintains a high stanis to be
work under "Pussy-foot- "
Johnson.
dard by admitting only those who have Thus, for the first time, India
visited by a ruling
were
The
Indians
enthusiastically
a
sufficient
and
who
SELLING DATES. From Aztec and Farmington, Sepgeneral education,
it
The King and Queen travel to India
received the more so because they are old
enough to grasp the courses on the new liner "Medina" which has
it tember 29 and 130; from Chama and Lumberton, September
had the record of representing a vil- offered."
1
For hire at popular prloea luggies and saddle horses.
30 and October ; from Embudo and Espanola, October 1 and 2.
been fitted up even more sumptuously
lage of nearly three hundred total abTfflEQDOlE CORtICK,
ICOXIICK'S HACK UNE
n
stainers. They addressed a large au- Common Colds Must be Taxen Seri than any royal yacht. The "Medina
RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 8.
1
first
class
four
be
132.
will
escorted
Black
Phono
by
dience one evening at the Convention.
ously.
cruisers the Cochrane, Argyll, Defence
The next day they were invited to ad- For unless cured
they sap the vitality
dress the student body and faculty at and lower the vital resistance to more and Natal, in command of Sir Colin
the Normal University. Their speeches serious Infection. Protect your child- Keppel, one of the captains of the
were enthusiastically received by ren and yourself by the prompt use of royal yachts. This fleet will leave
the middle of Novem
their audiences.
During their visit, Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and England about
TO
OF
to the school the Indians celebrated note Its quick and decisive results. ber, reaching Calcutta the first week
an
be
offi
the event by offering an annual gold For coughs, colds,; croup, whooping of December. There will
and what
meday worth ten dollars to the stu- cough, bronchitis aad affections of the cial reception at Calcutta
dent preparing the best historical pa throat chest and lungs it is an ever promises to be a wonderful procession
OF
per on the Pueblo Indian the medal ready and valuable remedy. For sale of military and the civil services, with EVERY
;
Indian princes, In their spectacular
to be called "The Santa Clara Pueblo by all druggists.
uniforms,. along the Red Road to Gov
Indian Medal."
This delegation also
ernment House. Two days will be
M.
T.
C. A. and favored EL PASO OFFERS LAND
visited the
here, their majesties taking
and.
the young men with a good Imitation
TO BRING INDUSTRY. spent as
soon as they have rested, for
train,
of an old time war dance, the enemy
of
of New Mexico
where they are due to arrive on
" Birdmen " of International Repute will thiill the crowd
being "King Alcohol."
Therein is a LesSpn for Santa Fe if Delhi,
'
December 7.
now
a
The
Indians have well organized
for three days, October 11, 12 and 13
This City Would De--'
At Delhi the king and queen will
temperance society among themselves
velop.
received by 150 Indian princes, the
be
" BULL " DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
the badge of which Is a little silver
Viceroy and Lady Hardinge, by whom
of
' 30.
to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday, Oct.
arrow
the
San
typifying
pointed
hostility
Antonio, Texas,
Sept
will be accompanied through the
13. This stake was given by the BLACK-WELL- 'S
of the Red men toward their most Land to the value of $50,000 has been they
of
a
at
will
alight
city. The royal party
DURHAM TOBACCO CO.
deadly foe liquor.
They differ on offered to the F. S. Pearson Company
station
opposite
immediately
special
local politics but they are a unit on by the citizens Of El Paso to induce
the historic king's gate, which will be Our map is the best, the most attractive and
the liquor question.
that company to locate its $3,000,000 opened for the
lEXCITiNG HORSE RACES
elegant ever made of
BASEBALL EVERY DAY
first time since 1857.
a
Inside
Mrs.
foun
wood
and
Nutter
paper mills,
They presented
working,
The Durbar proper, or ceremonial of any State when admitted into the Union. It is in itself a souve-- v
tain pen in recognition of her faith finish factories la El Paso. Th3 PearTon
will be held on December nir for the delegates and for any patriotic son of New Mexico.
The
Upon
ful services as President of the Un son Company has decided definitely gathering
12. The days preceding that will be size of the
; :
40x50
is
in
colors
several
at
;
map
inches, printed
the top
ion and also made a gift of ten dol tc- erect extensive factories in that loover to the reception of the
lars to the local union at Las Vegas cality, but has been considering sites given
the bottom the Capitol of
Indian chiefs and princes, a review of is a rampant American Eagle, and
as a token of good will to the city. outside the city limits.
troops, and on the day following the Santa Fe with the brilliant Sun of the State rising behind the
The land offered the company is lo
Two medal contests were arranged
"
will lay the foundation stone of Capitol's dome.
JOHN B. McMANUS, Secretary-Manage- r
ISAAC BARTH, President.
,
for the entertainment of the people cated within the Chamlzal tract king
- '
"
the
King Edward memorial.
'
t
'
,
the last evening of the convention. which has been in dispute between The proclamation of the
r
evi
be
Every number was finely rendered,' so j the United States and Mexico and is or will take place in an arena surthat the giving of the medal was a equivalent in area to nine city blocks. rounded by the brilliantly bedecked
office
tents of the princes and pther visitors
public-spirit- ed
as
immense
an
of
in
the
and
presence
semblage of English and Indian sub
;",
'
jects of King George. There is no
,
crowning Of the king and queen, but
in some respects the ceremony will
resemble that held in Westminster
TO
:
of
Abbey in June last
Woman's most glorious endowment is the power
to awaken and hold the pure and honest love of a
worthy man. When the loses it and still loves on,
"First-clas- s,
so one in the wide world can know the heart atony
a he endures. The woman who suffers from weak.
loeonvMlaoca by Purchaser Walls
ness and derangement of her special womanly or'
Palace,
Domestic
Travelers'
Faff
Money Orders,
ganism soon loses the power to sway the heart of
Matilda Coze Stevenson, Washing
a man. Her general health suffers and she loses
oauuu-uaw- ,
mi Poraiga Mooay Orders
;
;
' lwr tfnnd Inoks. her attractiveness, her amiahilitv
ton, D. C.
'
Aud her power and prestige as a women. Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Bo&alo, N.Y., witk
F. L, Edminster, Alamosa.
.
.
e
4
ud afl Forerrl
the assistance of his staff ot able physicians, has prescribed tot and cured many
E. A. Johnston,! City. .
U. S., Canada, Mexico
.
.
.
thousands of women. He has devised a successful remedy lor woman's ail10
Cowries
B Field, Albuquerque.
Neill
ments. It is known as Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, It is a positive
I
Mo.
W.
B.
Taylor, St. Joseph,
specific for the weaknesses and disorders peculiar to women. - It purifies, reguif William. T. Olllven, Albuquerque
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEORAPH
lates, strengthens and heals. Medicine dealers sell it. NoiftMM dealer will
adviae you to accept a substitute in order to make a little larger profit.
C. A. Carruth, Antonlto, Colo.
Montezuma,
ZZAHX3 X7EAXI
Edward Case, San Diego, Calif.
'
D.
L. A. Peck, Denver.
Ccloi.
Or. nsnwa ajsaaanr mm ngmmm
. Joseph Cordon, Kansas City.
pm
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The Happy Family Enjoys

Cole's

Wood Heater

Air-Tig- ht

ht

It

ht

ht
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Prom Santa Fe TEip.BistiMici

Air-Tigh-

air-tig-

Air-Tig- ht

'
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ESXWood'Davis Hardware Co,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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EUGENE FOX,

-
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King-Empero- r.

F1R5T CLASS HACK SERVICE

tttf.

1

THE PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

HOLIDAY

INTEREST

',

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

PATRIOTIC SOU

Albuquerque, Oct.

CURTIS

AVIATION

MEET
'

$1,000

.

HEW MEXICO

The handsomest, the most elaborate
complete map the State
is
ready for sale. Around the map
we have produced, handsomely engraved,
the delegates who
the photographs
framed the Constitution the new State

-

Feature. Fun by the
Feature
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS

-

at

All-Ind-

it win

.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
All

v

Cra
JU.V

HaIM

MUUtJ

Woman's Power

a historical ornament. lor and home in the new State,
-

We have two different classes

Parts cf The World

maps

'

Hotel Arrivals.

"

r

ery
and every patriotic and
citizen can hardly afford to be without
one.

Over Man

"

.

,

King-Empe-

$10X3

"

o.u

.

,

J.

V IT

BARNES, Agent.

'
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jenu immeuiaicty your oruer
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P,Oa Box 404,
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WHY NOT MAKE ARCH
A PERMANENT

It

i

PACE SEVEN

ONE?

TURKEY EXPRESSES TO POWERS
HER "PAINED SURPRISE."

Suggested to Keep The Welcome
Sign at Southeast Corner of

Still Hope to Avert War as Do Italians
Mercy.

Constantinople, Sept. 30. The Turkish government today addressed another appeal to the powers expressing
;air.ed surprise at Italy's action in
declaring war yesterday and saying
that there is still time to prevent the
disastrous end evil effects of a war
which nothing in the attitude of tbe
Turkish empire Justifies.
The Italians in Turkey number

FRANK W. CLANCY.
The Popular and Efficient Attorney General for New Mexico Who Was Renominated By Acclamation at the Las Vegas Republican Convention.

pllGO

POLITICS AND

POMi

Hlckey and Sedillo Nominated.
(all the various National, State and
jLas Vegas, n. m., sept. 3u. I ne county officers who are to De selected.
judicial convention of the district of It concludes with a citation of the
which Bernalillo county is a part, met law on the qualifications of electors
this forenoon and nominated M. E.'aT,d offers a. reward of S5ft for the nr.
Hlckey of Albuquerque, for the judge-- ! rest and conviction of any person vot- constitutional
The
ship," and A. A. Sedillo for district ing illegally.
amendment which must - be adopted
tittorney.
by the "voters as a condition precedent
to admission to statehod is set out
Sandoval Elects Delegates.
Sandoval County Democrats elected in full in the proclamation.
Luciano Mondragon and John W.
Sullivan delegates to the state con- TEXANS WISH TO RESTORE
vention and a county central comYOUTH TO STREAM
mittee was organized with Mondragon
as cnairman.
San Antonio. Texas. Sent. 30.
i ne committees con-Bists of one man from each precinct
of Bparkling and rippling for
Wary
and six at large.
so many years, the venerable San An
The convention was attended by a tonio river has ceased to laugh its
large number of deeply interested way to the sea, and creeps sadly
spectators.
Attorney Isaac Barth of along now like a "lean end slippered
Albuquerque, made a speech in the pantaloon." A conference of citizens
convention.
will be held this evening at the cham
ber of commerce of San Antonio to
Judge Wells Is Candidate.
discuss
of injecting into
the matter
Ed. .
Prescott, Ariz., Sept. 30. Judge
,
tf
nllom actlve mtu,

t

1

Sims, Ely, LeRoy Anderson and other ,,
big Republican leaders this morning is

announced himself as a candidate for
the Republican nomination for gov"?

ernor.

nna nf fha woatMaef man
and is a prominent Re- publican and popular in his county.
He was the only Republican to be
elected to the constitutional conven- tion from Tavapal county, where he
long lived and where he is held
the highest esteem It is under-stood he will make an active cam- TAfolTa

a

in Arizona,

paign,

.

T

,

..

Col-Ma- c

ANDPLAYERS
new El Dorado is the
by Rex Beach for his
''The Barrier" which
Elks theatre on Friday,
for one performance

FOR RENT Six momed brick cot.
tage. Bath, ranee, light. O. C. Wat
son & Co.
WANTKD Woman cashier who can
speak English and Spanish. Call at
"Interest of Humanity."
Berlin, Sept. 30. Italy today sent a Coronado Restaurant.
circular note to the powers explaining
Furnished or unfurnished rooms for
reasons for the action against Turkey, expressing the hope that the rent suitable for light housekeeping.
steps taken would be confined to the Xo sick need apply. 105 Guadalupe
occupation of Tripoli, that the hostili- street.
ties would be of short duration end
LADIES Send for catalog of reliable
that negotiations to fix the status of
Tripoli will begun soon. Italy, it is toilet drug and rubber specialties.
Supply Co., 250 South St.,
stated will endeavor to localize the
hostilities. The note closes with the Newark, X. J.
assurance that the steps taken are in
L.OST
Between Mrs. Dudrow's resithe interests of humanity and civilization and that no effort will be spared dence and the capitol on Thursday, a
to protect the subjects of other na- bracelet made of red rosary stones.
Reward if returned to the New Mexitions in Tripoli.
can.
4'
DESPITE TRIPOLI WAR,
SALESMAN WANTED. Live man
MARKET CLOSES STRONG.
t
handle line
of calendars, bank
books, leather goods, cloth goods,
in
Diminished
Hour
the
Last
Trading
fans and specialties, established
But the Advance Was Fully
exclusive territory, apply quick.
tiade,
the
Maintained.
Cankers Supply Co., Iowa City, la.

hr

'

Alaska, the
scene chosen
great drama,
comes to the
October 6th,

MtKrtirr
MtCHtM.
the Republicans for District
Seventh Judicial District.

HON.

Yesterday Nominated

by

Judge

for

Bv Special Lensed "Wire w. Vw Vxlcan)
New York, Sept. 30. The stock mar

I
JUDICIAL CONFERENCE MEETS
AVIATOR RODeERS FLIES
only.
ON SANTA FE TRAIN.
INTO BUCKEYE STATE.
This stage success is not, however,
""""
the popular conception of Alaska a
place of eternal snow, but the beau Seems Certain That "The Wheels of (By Special Lfisfd Wire to New Mexican)
Akron, Ohio, Sept. 30. Aviator
tiful North Land in summer where
Justice "Will Turn" for E. C
Rodgers left here at 9:08 a. m. and
the day never ends, and everything
Abbotfs Nomination.
landed near Mansfield at 10: 4D.
suggests the warmth of springtime in
this home of the Midnight Sun.
Special to the New Mexican.
The book has had an enormous sale
Las Vegas, Sept. 30. The district
and the story in play form held the judicial conference of Santa Fe, Rio
metropolitan audience of New York Arriba and San Juan county will meet
for one entire season. Owing to the this afternoon on train No. 1 between J
theatrical war which has raged for Lamy and Santa Fe, a rather unique
some time the original tour to the meeting place. It seems certain that,
Pacific Coast was cancelled, but now K. C. Abbott will be nominated for
that peace has been declared, Klaw judge and Alexander Read for district
and Erlanger's
New
Amsterdam attorney.
Theatre success will now make its
The Judicial district conference for(
original
tour, ap- Torrance, Lincoln, Otero and Dona
pearing here on Friday, October 6.
Ana counties met at Las Vegas this
forenoon and nominated Edward L.I
HEAVY TRAVEL FROM MEXICO
Mcdler of Las Cruets for judge, and
DESPITE THE REVOLUTION. H. B. Hamilton of Lincoln county, for
San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 30. Un- district attorney.
.,
usually heavy passenger traffic from
The judicial conference for Eddy,
all points in Mexico is being prepared Chaves, Roosevelt and Curry counties
for by the National Railroad Lines of met this forenoon' and nominated O.
Mexico, for the first two weeks in No O. Askren of RoswelL for the judgevember. Visitors to the International ship, and O. A. Kaune of Portales for
Fair and Land Show in San Antonio the district attorneyship. The followwill have an opportunity to see exten- ing legislative conference were held
sive exhibits of products raised by the this forenoon at Las Vegas.
citizens of the republic to the South
The senate district of Otero and
of us, in spite of the fact that the hum Lincoln counties nominated John M.
of factory wheels and voices of labor- Bowman of Alamogordo, for the state
ers were often drowned by the rat- senate. The senate district of Socor- tle of musketry and boom of cannon. ro, Torrance, Otero and 'Lincoln coun-- :
The Mexican exhibit here will be the ties nominated William M. McCoy of
finest and .most varied ever shown Mountainair for the state senate. The
house district consisting of Otero, Lin
here.
coln and Socorro counties, nominated
W E. Blanchard of Richardson, Lin
Before you reach the Limit
of physical endurance and while your coln county for the house.
condition is still curable, take Foley
SAM M'VEY WINS
Kidney Pills. Their quick action and
FIGHT IN 20 ROUNDS.
;
positive results will delight you. For

thought to be the only one giving
hope of success, so concerted and
strenuous efforts will be made to pour
the waters from the "Fountain of backache, nervousness,
rheumatism, Over 7,000
Youth" into the channel of the deplefc and all kidney, bladder and
People See Him Defeat
urinary
Jack Lester at
rlver by slnkinS arte8ian wIls troubles. For sale by all
druggists.
alon its cours- - . K lB hPed that
Sidney,
of
tne
this msaDS tn
8treanl
auty
Mexlean)
wlU .he., restored and the accumula-ha- s
(By Special Leased Vfire to TTew ssu.
sam
Sydney, N. S. w. sept,
tlon of dePsit removed from its chan-I- n
McVey, of California today defeated
n1 threby rendering the river a
MtNfcY AND METALS.
on
Lester of Portland,
Vry valuable asset to the city in the New Tork, Sept. 30. Amalgamated, Jack in a twenty round Oregon,
for
match
points
worK or civic Improvement A river 50
sugar, 114
Atchison, the heavyweight championship of Aus
improvement association will be or- 102
Great Northern, pfd.. 123: N. tralia-AsiSeven thousand persons
ganized and work will be started at Y. Central, 103
Northern Pacific, gathered in the stadium, here to witonce.
114
7
Southern ness the contrast.
Reading, 139
Pacific, 160
steel.
steel, 61
Foley's Kidney Remedy Liquid).
Pfd., 110
Mex
prime paper, 4
Two Shows Tomorrow (8unday)
Is great medicine of proven value for
ican dollars, 45; call mony nominal. night at the Elks', with a good proboth acute and chronic kidney and
Wool.
gram.
bladder ailments. It is especially recSt. Louis, Mo., Sept. 30. Wool dull.
ommended to elderly people for Its
territory and western mediums 17
wonderful tonic and reconstructive 20c; fine mediums
1719c: fine 11
and
the permanent relief and
qualities,
comfort it gives them. For sale by ail
r
Livestock

ket closed strong today. Trading diminished in the last hour but the advance was fully maintained- - in the
face of obvious realizing for profits.
In f:ct further gains were
ored
offerings of the standard issues being freely absorbed and inducing fur- -

TYPEWR!TERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Ail repair work and typewrite
guaranteed. Santa, Fe Typewriter E
change. Phone 231.

Fraternal Societies
MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1. A. F. ft A. Id- commune
Regular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
at

A

7.30.

H. H. DORMAN,

v
..

.

Master
CHAS. E. UNNE'S. Secretary.

,

Santa Fe Chapter No.

1, R. A. M.

Regular

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

W

Santa Fe Commander)
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:18
..P-m- .

CHAS. A. WHEELON, E.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

Santa

a

Fe

of
Txdge
No. 1, 14th

PerfecUon

degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cordially Invited to attend.

f

MARKETKEPORT

FOR RENT- - -- Furnished rooms, 102
Chapelle.
FOR SALh; Fine milk cow. App'y
Mrs Dudrow 212 Agua Fria Road.
FOR RENT Beavers Home. Posses
sion Oct. 1st. Apply to J. M. Diaz.

50,-00-

h

PUIS

MS

at the Turks'

Plaza.
A movement is on root among the
boosters of Santa Fe to keep tbe
handsome "electric arch" which now
f lands on the southeast corner of
the' plaza to welcome the delegates
to the Democratic State Convention
next Tuesday.
Santa Fe 2s daily welcoming visit
ors to the city. If they be not dele
gates they are men and women from
far across "the miles;" people of dis
tinction who have heard of Santa Fe;
have read of this city, the treasurer
house of romance; people
who in
crossing the continent find this ancient and restful spot a kind of oasis
on a long, tiresome journey.
this
Then, why not pebble-daswooden arch and make it brave the
elements?
Make it a permanent
"fixture" that will be a cordial note
oi greeting to everyone who comes up
town on the way to the ancient Palace
of the Governors which is the mecca
of tourists?
The idea seems a good one and is
meeting with enthusiastic approval
by all who hear it and who are anxious
to boost Santa Fe and the city's at
tractions for the tourist.

GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
Santa Fe's Noted and Popular Rough Rider Who Rode to Victory
Nominated By Republicans For Corporation Commissioner.

5--

S. G. CARTWRIGHT.

32.

Venerable Master.
When HENRY
F. STEPHENS, 38
,
Seoretary.

3--

On December 12 In Arizona.
News from Arizona is that December 12 Is the day named by Governor
Sloan in his official proclamation for
the people of Arizona to select their
first state officers and vote upon the
question of striking from the constitution the provision for the recall of
the judiciary which was obnoxious to
Fresident Taft
The proclamation
was quite a lengthy document and
provides in detail for the election of druggists.
'

1--8;

1--

5--

3--

Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
on the market effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before th
eyes of all possible buyers.

-

Chicago, 111., Sept. 30. Cattle Re
ceipts estimated at 800. Market weak
Beeves 4.758.15; Texas steers $4.30
B; western steers J4.2507: stackers
and feeders $3.255.60; cows and
heifers $26.20; calves 169.50.
Receipts estimated at 8,000.
Hogs
Market slow. Light $6.106.75; mix
ed $6.056.50;
heavy $5.806.70;
rough $5.806.05;, good to choice
heavy 6.056.70; pigs $46.25; bulk
of sales $6.106.60.
Sheep
Receipts estimated at
3,000.
Market weak. Native $2.25
4; western $2.754.10; yearUngs $3.85
4.50; lambs, native $46; western
$4.506.;, ,'v V.v , W.xv .iw :.v.os
Kansas City, Sept 30. Cattle Re
ceipts 600, including 200 southerns
Market steady. Native steers $5.25
7.85; southern steers ' $3.805.50;
southern cows and heifers $34.50;
native tows and heifers $2.607;
stockers and feeders $3t506; bulls
$3.254.50; calves $4 7.75; western
steers $4.50 7.20; western cows $2.75

.:.,'
A"t

4.75.

Hogs

Receipts

2,000.

Santa Fe Lodge

its regular session on
the second and fourth
of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are tnviteu and
welcome,
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

J. D. SENA,
Secretary.

Independent Order of Beavers.
Sanva Fe Dam No. $0, L O. B. held!
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings

'A

first and third Friday. Visiting
ers are always welcome.

( li?

President
!

y

$45.

,

J. NEIS,
Secretary.

,

m

,

,

I

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

Brotherhood of
American Yeomen
Second
Meets
and Fourth Thurt
Delgmdo's
days,
Halt H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
See. Mrs. Daisy
Farmer.

X. J

and
packers
lights $6.20

...--

Broth-

GEO. W. PRICHARD.
C.

w

No.

460, B. P. O. E. holds

Bulk of sales $6,256.40;

heavy ; $6.256.40;
butcehrs $6.256.45;
6.45; "pigs

K:

Market

.

steady?

il

,

B. P. O. E.

ther short covering especially in the
copper and allied stocks.
Recessions in the Harriman issues
were followed by declines elsewhere
and prices were fractionally below
the best

!

-

Santa Fe Camp

Receipts none. Market
Sheep
steady. Muttons $3.254.10; lambs
$4.75 6.10; range wethers and yearlings $3.254.75; range ewes $2.50

13514,

o

Let Him Know It If yon are out ol
a position, you must let tne employer
know it, A want advertisement in the-- l
New Mexican will reach every business and professional man In the city
and county and
great many In the
territory. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel

M.

k

W. A.

meets second Tues- -'
day each month,
cial meeting tUri
at Elks
Tuesday
HalL Vlsting neigh
;
bors welcome.
L. G. WHITHER, Consul
CHAS, A. RISING. Clerk.

i

w

Santa Fe Camp No.
6673. R. N. A. meets
' fourth Tuesday of
ea'ch month; so- Jal meeting third
--

V-wda-

J lKnewn Uwysr of BerBilllto Ceunty ,Who

at

Blka'

Vl VisiUng
neighbors welcom

h' I
'

y

la

Or

etfit

RepuWlean

it

miSmk f
1-

-

ir

v

GEORGE

CURRY.

The Vallam Roufih Rldar and Former

'..:".!

0

;

,fs

'S

y

ovmor of

t RepMltoane

New Mexloo Nominated

for Cengrsss.

,

NXTTIB VICKROY.
Oracle.
FLORENCB BJ8INO.
(

Bsjeardtr.

'

;
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'.:,'r
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THE SAX1A

Andrews "Cash"

.4

IE

no. 4

and sincere thanks.

GROCERY

BAKERY

AND

MARKET

that meets every demand

that
combines perfection in the works style and character in the
case to satisfy and please individual taste and requirements.
Jewelrv of All Kinds
i
one

S

JS

X X X X X X

XX

X

JS

X
X
X
X

X X

- Special

MARKET

Price on the Davenport Roller Bearing Wagons at Goebels.
"Mr. Inqusitive," a comedy, a laugh
for all at the Elks tonight
Milk and Cream always on hand
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,
If You Want anything in the millinery line you will find it at Lindhart's
on Palace avenue.
Buy monuments and Iron fences
from Bills Bros., 771 Broadway. Den.
ver. P. A. Sandoval, Santa Fe, local

Phone No. 4.

for perfect service

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 30.
The weather for, Jew Mexico
or
is local rain
tonight. Probably fair Sunday.

188.

.

0;

be finished during the morning.
The regular meeting of the woman's
committee of the New Mexico Museum will be held in the Palace of the
Governors, on Monday afternoon, at
2:30 o'clock. It is important that ua
members be present.
Mass at 6:30 The first mass tomorrow at the Cathedral will be at 6:30
P. m. instead of 6 as heretofore. The
I
other masses will be at the usual
hours.

There

but that you
will see a wise hint in the advertisement of O. C. Watson & Company in
today's issue. The man wno wants
get a nice lot close in to the plaza will
have to hurry.

1

I

Is No Question

Loses Unique
Bracelet As announced in the lost column a lady has
lost a bracelet made of red rosary
stones, and the finder will kindly return to the New Mexican office where
a reward will be given. ,.
representative.
Now is the Time to replenish your
Every member of the decoration stock of Edison Records. C. L.
Grant,
committee is" urgently requested to at Santa Fe Trail Curio
Co., has the
meet tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock full list of Amberol
Records, also
at the plaza' to complete the decora- phonographs with the latest
Improve
tions. The work of the committee ments. Call and hear them.
'
cannot
if
it
1:30
at
be
will
resumed
92...Phone ..92
Not to be Beat That is what Nath
an Salmon, the San Francisco mer
chant tells you, in his advertisement.
It is loaded with good tidings of the
new arrivals, in the tailoring line. The
ROSES, Pink and White.
big store never before in its history
PEAS.
SWEET
ASTERS,
has shown such a line of strictly swell
CACTUS DAHLIAS,
lines. '"Gentlemen, you cannot afford
to pass this display by. Step In and
Pink,. White, Primrose, Orange and Scarlet.
lcok us over if you do not buy.
At the . . . CLARENDON GARDENS . . . Phone 12
St. John's M. E. Church Sunday
school 9:45 a. m. Epworth ; League 7
o'clock.
Topic: "A Well Rounded
Life." There will be no preaching
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CREAM
A Pure,Grape

'

IN EXQUISITE DESIGNS

he Cook

30. 1911.

I pure and wholesome

Lomg-Stemme-

Mounted Gold and Silver
Filigree Work

1

i

pirns

WHEN BUYING A WATCH GET THE BEST
One

If.
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92.. ..Phone.. ..92

HAYWARD

DAILY

,

X

We Buy the Best K. C. Meats,

F. Andrews

X

THOMAS R. STEWART,
30, 1911.

Inspects all the BEEF, iVEAL AND. PORK we sell.

Phone No. 4.

THE

Santa Fe, September

" UNCLE SAM "

saturdav; September

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

CARD OF THANKS.
To those good friends who shared
my sorrow and showed their kindness
in many ways, after the death of my
lamented wife, I take this means of
expressing my heartfelt appreciation

'.'

tar
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Powder

TfSfBaK&g
Made froin Grapes
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Sterling Silver,

Cut Glass,
Decorated China

We

AND

;

Diamond Goods

II

S..

z

are Scientific Plumbers

f Oar practice conforms to the most modern methods.
good work always
secures, ana employ only sisgruy sKilled
intelligent workmen, being tiias able to
guarantee all work we do.
j Our customers incur no risk of any
kind, for in addition to our guaranteed
plumbing, we install "gtMd&vd" guar
anteed fixtures the finest of their kind.
Let us estimate for you.

We believe in the recommendation

THE JEWELER

SPITZ,

DAVID LOWITZKI,

2'

Dealer

iu New

and

Second-Han-

FOR SALE BY
Santa Fe Hardware and Supply Co.

d

either morning or evening but all
members and friends of the ' church
are requested to be present at 11
o'clock a. m. to discuss, matters of
special interest to the welfare of the
church.
on . Thursday Professor
Lecture
Benjamin W, Bacon, professor of New
Testament criticism, will deliver a. led-- 1
ture at the high school building here
at 3 o'clock Thursday afternoon, October 5. The lecture will be on "Herod,
the Hellenizer, and the Monuments of
His Age." This lecture will be un
der the auspices of the School of
American Archaeology, but on ac
count of the use of the lecture room
'
by the Citizens Committee, the lecwill
be
ture
given in the high school.
The Reception

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,
--

J

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

mi
4
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Highest'Cash Price Paid for

s
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New and
1

I

t

Second-Han-

Second-Han- d

SWEET PEAS,
DAHLIAS,
PANSIES.

Goods- -

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

d

59 BLACK.

Hardy Plants and Flowers.

SANTA FE, N. M.

Phone, Black 204.

Committee desiire to

have as many of the owners of private" automobiles as possible meet all
incoming trains and help transport the
delegates to their respective stopping
places, as It will be Impossible for
the ' tegular hack lines to take care
or the crowds.

:

415 Palace Avenue.

J

once for the sale of "Compendium of
Everyday Wants," the book? of general necessity, price $1.50; also for
"The Devil's Bride," a wonderful religious allegory, price J1.00. Either
outfit sent postpaid for 10 cents. 50
per cent commission to agents. . Big
sellers. Address A. B. KUHLMAN,
Publisher, 136 West Stv Chicago, 111.

'

BIG DAM BREAKS;

SEVERAL HUNDRED DROWN.

Special to the New Mexican.

J

I

WAR PLAYS HAVOC
WITH STOCK EXCHANGE.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexleaa)
London, Sept. 30. The unexpected
outbreak of hostilities between Tur-

Corning, N. Y., Sept. 30. The daml
of the paper mill at Austin, Penn., I key and Italy caused the dealers on
.
P '
TT
.1.1
fi
Drofte mis uiieriiuuu.
nuuuieusJ ui the stock exchange today to mark
Redrowned.
persons are reported
down quotations In early anticipation
lief trains are going In from Buffalo, of selling orders from various quarAddison and Corning. Austin has a ters.
'
V .v.
.
population of 2,500.
Turkish bonds were nominally three
30.
N.
Telephone points lower, Italian bonds one point
Y., Sept.
Elmira,
messages to Star Gazette from West-fiel- and British Consols
lower but sell
Penn., confirms the story that ers did not appear and good bidding
the dam at Austin broke and water resulted in the disappearance of most
deluged the town without warning. of the decline.
Some residents fled to the hills but it
is estimated that several hundred WHEAT OPENS NERVOUS
: AND WOOL WAS DULL.
perished, , All wires direct to Austin
are down. V. '
V
CBy Special Leased Wire t New Mexican i
r
jChicago, 111., Sept. 30. Wheat, opened nervous today with December
OAKLAND SWITCHMEN SENp
lower to
higher at
VAN ULTIMATUM. selling
1

1--4

'

1--4

98

Afte

10 O'clock

Tonight They Will

Draw the Line on
Labor Cars.
(Bv Special VeamA Wire to New Mexican)
Oakland, Calif., Sept 30. The local
Switchmen's Union issued an ultimatum to the Southern Pacific today, that
after 10 o'clock tonight they would re
fuse to handle any cars on which non
union labor Is employed.
Non-Unio-

n
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December

corn opened

up at
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64.

8

.

December oats sold a shade higher
at 47
x Selling by packer's carried down
First transactions varied
provisions.
from 2 c lower to 571-2- c advance
for pork;
with January at 15.021-8 92 2
to 8.95 for lard, and 7.95 for
2

1--

ribs.
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Jnlio,
TAILORING DEPARMENT

?

Imported and Domestic Samples to select from,
not only the best that was ever shown in Santa
11,
Fe, but in fact THE BEST EVER SHOWN IN THE WORLD!

000

Our Sort of Tailoring is an "Art," not an

t
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"Industry"
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Our cutter measures his customers and designs his patterns with the picture of the wearer in his mind-H- e's
an " Artist." If you enjoy clothes of quality, Sirclothes that are correctly cut and handsomely tail-orbeautifully trimmed you'll be delighted with our tailoring. From the best Foreign and'Domestic Looms
we have the choicest productions n SUITINGS. OVERCOATS and TROUSERINGS. We hdve many exclusive
designs that are confmed to us for this locality.
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Suits, $l8oOO U5)9
Overcoats, $ i &C0

ed
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V.
Copyright Mart Schtflner
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WILL YOU NOT TEST US WITH YOUR FALL ORDER? IF WE TAILOR YOU ONCE, YOU'LL WANT US TO DO
k IT AGAIN AND AGAIN, AND THEN SOME MORE! COME AND SEE US.

SAN FRANCISCO-- , STREET.
,h
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